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INTRODUCTION

State of the art
International debate on food price shocks
The price spikes1 in years 2008 and 2011 (Figure 1) and the associated long-term
increase in prices for food commodities have evoked massive concerns globally.
In particular, the prices of the grains such as wheat and rice – both of which account for the largest share of grain consumption worldwide, corn – widely used
as human as well as animal feed, and soybeans – used in vegetable oil production have increased tremendously in those years. This development in the international market for agricultural commodities has led to the so called "food crisis".
Figure 1:

FAO food price index in nominal and real terms
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Source: FAO, 2015a.

A large fraction of research around this issue was devoted to the causes of the
tremendous food inflation. These papers put forward numerous supply and demand-driven factors at the macro- and microeconomic levels and it is agreed that
a complex combination of short- and long-term multiple factors had influenced
the price surge of primary agricultural commodities (ABBOTT, 2009; ABBOTT et al.,
2011; BALTZER et al., 2008; CHAND, 2008; MITCHELL, 2008; PIESSE & THIRTLE, 2009;
ROACHE, 2010; TROSTLE, 2008; VON BRAUN & TADESSE, 2012).
1

There is a difference between price trends, price volatility, and price spikes. For more details
see von BRAUN & TADESSE (2012).
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At the macroeconomic level, there are numerous demand-driven causes that
had imposed an upward pressure on food prices indicated. Among the ones
indicated most: the economic growth of developing countries, and especially
that of China and India, steady depreciation of the US Dollar (USD) for at least
one decade against other currencies, and increasing biofuel production by some
developed countries. In addition, stock market speculations are believed to have
contributed to this development (GILBERT, 2010; ROACHE, 2010; ROBLES et al., 2009;
WAHL, 2009). The claim, however, remains questionable with contradictory empirical evidence (IRWIN, 2011; PIES & PREHN et al., 2013; PIES & WILL et al., 2013; PREHN et al.,
2013; TIMMER, 2009; WILL et al., 2013; B. WRIGHT, 2009).
On the supply side, this development was accompanied by decreased growth in
global agricultural production, climate change, and decline in global grain stocks.
WRIGHT (2009) believes the latter to be the primary cause for the price spikes –
one of the reasons for downward sloping prices for cereals since the last price
shock in the early 70s (B. WRIGHT, 2009). Trostle’s table provides an overview of
short- and long-term factors contributing to increasing commodity prices (TROSTLE,
2008). In the above-mentioned studies, all of the points in Trostle’s table (Figure 2)
are debated and supported by data and evidence. Nonetheless, the precise causes of the price shocks remain arguable with the impacts of exporter and importer policies, indicated in the table, remaining understudied.
Figure 2:
1996

Factors contributing to higher commodity prices
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Strong growth in demand based on:
Increasing population + Rapid economic growth + Rising per capita meat consumption
Slowing growth in agricultural production
Declining demand for stocks of food commodities
Escalating crude oil price
Rapid expansion biofuels production
Dollar devaluation
Large foreign exchange reserves
Rising farm production costs
Demand factors in red
Supply factors in blue

Adverse weather
Aggressive
purchases by
importers

Exporter policies
Importer policies

Source: TROSTLE, 2008.

There is a number of research on the consequences or impacts of soaring prices
for agricultural commodities in various countries (BABIHUGA & GELOS, 2009; DE JANVRY
& SADOULET, 2008, 2010; DEMEKE et al., 2009; DESSUS et al., 2008). Most of the countries analyzed in this context are developing countries, since the food crisis is
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believed to have had the most severe effect on the countries, or segments of
populations, where consumers give up the largest share of their incomes for
food. The main aim of these studies was to investigate if and how the food inflation affected the consumers in the developing part of the globe. An increase in
food prices can affect consumers such that during inflation they have to spend
more money for the same basket of products than when prices are stable, holding real income constant. Naturally, if income is derived from sales of agricultural commodities, real income may increase keeping expenditures constant. This,
however, depends on input prices, consumers being net buyers or net sellers of
other food commodities, and many other country- and commodity-specific factors. A study by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)
and the World Bank reveals, nonetheless, that agricultural producers, in general,
are net buyers of food themselves (AKSOY & HOEKMAN, 2010). Moreover, it is quite
certain that low-income consumers lose more than consumers with higher incomes, as they have to change the composition of their caloric intake, which has a
direct impact on health and in the long-term socio-economic implications. Such
socio-economic implications include higher ratios of illness among populations
and, therefore, lower ratios of labor force productivity.
The findings of IVANIC and MARTIN (2008) suggest adverse impacts of the food crisis
on consumers in developing countries (IVANIC & MARTIN, 2008). In particular, the
urban low-income consumers were affected most, as they are net buyers of food.
HEADEY (2013), in turn, conducted research on the impacts of soaring prices based on self-assessed food security in India (HEADEY, 2013). DE JANVRY & SADOULET
(2010) conducted a welfare analysis for Guatemala – a developing country with
high urbanization rates and heavily dependent on food imports, where several
cereals are the staple food (DE JANVRY & SADOULET, 2010). Their findings reveal that
the rural low-income population was more affected by the food crisis than the
urban segment of the population, which is conventionally expected by, for
example, DESSUS et al. (2008). Further findings of the study show that the vast
majority of households suffering from the rise in food prices were farm households. DESSUS et al. (2008) investigated developing countries in a sample of 73
countries on the change of the cost alleviating the urban poverty. They found
that the change in the poverty deficit was mostly due to the negative real income
effect of those households that were vulnerable to price surges before the food
inflation (DESSUS et al., 2008).
According to the above-mentioned studies, the food crisis affected various segments of populations in developing countries to different degrees. This is understandable, considering the fact that the consequences of food inflation depend
on the degree in which states are involved in international trade and transmission
of prices from international to domestic markets. Moreover, such consequences
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depend on the commodities in question and consumers’ position as net buyers
and net sellers, as already indicated. In general, the results of the studies indicate
a negative impact of the soaring food prices on populations with comparatively
lower incomes and who are initially vulnerable to such sudden price shocks.
Governments’ reaction to the food crisis
The most noticeable development around the food crisis issue, however, was
the way in which governments around the world reacted to it. Trade oriented
ad hoc policies included different forms of export restrictions and reduction of
import restrictions mostly in order to dampen domestic prices and to increase
domestic production, respectively. Producer-oriented policies involved different
forms of producer subsidies and consumer-oriented policies involved food subsidies and price controls. Such countries as China, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Senegal, among many others, even declared the achievement of selfsufficiency in agricultural production as an important strategic policy measure
from then on. Further, the food crisis brought a renewed emphasis on domestic
food production in Latin American and the Caribbean countries. Thus, for instance, Colombia has started to support farmers by giving credits to produce corn
and wheat, and Honduras has lowered interest rates for credits to buy agricultural inputs, technology, and seeds (DEMEKE et al., 2009).
Some authors argue that export restrictions by major cereal exporters have
aggravated food inflation and have contributed to its further surge (HEADEY,
2011; MITRA & JOSLING, 2009; PIES & PREHN et al., 2013; PIES &WILL et al., 2013; TIMMER,
2009). It is argued that the price shocks would not have been that tragic if major
net exporters of raw agricultural commodities had not imposed export restrictions and net importers of the agricultural commodities in question had not
bought them out aggressively.
HEADEY (2011) conducted a study on how the trade restrictions affected the prices
for agricultural commodities. In the study he argues that there has been a chain
of reactions since Ukraine began to restrict grain exports in 2006. As a result,
Ukraine’s major trading partners have switched to other major grain exporters
such as, for example, the United States of America (USA), Australia, Argentina,
Russia and Kazakhstan. Increased demand in these countries has further pushed
up prices domestically as well as internationally. Such development has then
created panic among the net grain exporters as well as the net grain importers.
As a result, exporters have started banning exports periodically and repeatedly
with some differences in time between several months and more than a year
(HEADEY, 2011)
Recent research provides a track record of governments’ trade policies and producer- and consumer-oriented measures undertaken during the food crisis.
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Demeke’s table depicts governments’ reactions in 2008 globally. In total 81
countries around the world among which 26 countries in Asia, 33 in Africa, and
22 in Latin America and the Caribbean have turned to trade policy and domestic
market measures. Trade policy measures comprised such measures as reduction
of tariffs and custom fees on imports (23 countries) and restriction or banning of
exports (25 countries – among which Argentina, Cambodia, China, Egypt, India,
Kazakhstan, Pakistan, Russia, Ukraine, and Vietnam). Domestic market-based
measures included such measures as releasing of stocks (public or imported) at a
subsidized price (such countries as India, Ethiopia, Senegal, Cameroon, China,
and Pakistan), suspension or reduction of value-added taxes (VAT) and other
taxes (such countries as Bangladesh, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Mali, Mexico, Morocco, Pakistan Peru, the Philippines, Senegal, Turkey, Brazil, Mongolia, Congo,
Madagascar, Kenya, and Ethiopia) but also other administrative price controls
(21 countries – among which Sri Lanka, Senegal, Malawi, Côte d’Ivoire, Malaysia,
India, Pakistan, the Philippines, and Thailand) as well as the restriction of private
trade. Such countries as the Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Japan, and China even
increased imports of respective commodities during the food crisis significantly
(DEMEKE et al., 2009).
Many developing countries have decided to turn to price and trade regulation
measures due to the unsuccessful outcomes of their agriculture after liberalizing
trade. As a result, many of them have become net importers of food and depend
significantly on external food supplies. Such outcomes of the trade liberalization
are supposed to have occurred due to higher competition faced by domestic
agriculture, but also due to the depreciation of the USD against national currencies (ABBOTT, 2011). As outlined above, many countries have undertaken such
measures not only as a short-term response to the food crisis, but also as a longterm strategic policy measure to help their agriculture to recover and to provide
sufficient domestic supply of food commodities in the future.
When it comes to exporting, ten countries supply about 90 per cent of total
wheat, maize, and rice exports worldwide (FAO, 2015). The problem with the
surging food prices was exacerbated when the leading net wheat exporting
countries such as Argentina, Brazil, Kazakhstan, Russia, Ukraine and the European
Union (EU) started to tax or ban exports. The same is true of trade policies of the
major exporters of rice such as Cambodia, China, India, Pakistan, and Vietnam
(ABBOTT, 2011). As a result, numerous riots took place worldwide due to the
soaring food prices (MARC F. BELLEMARE, 2011; PIES & PREHN et al., 2013). Accordingly,
such evidence speaks for an unignorable share of governments’ contribution to
further increase of the food prices.
Trade arrangements are of great significance for pricing both domestically and
internationally and may impose diverse welfare and structure related implications.
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Moreover, government policies, although originally intended for good, can have
adverse effects on pricing and welfare of low-income net food buyers. A study
by DJURIC et al. (2015) shows that the domestic prices for cereals in Serbia remainned high even after the export embargo imposed by the Serbian government
(DJURIC et al., 2015). This simply implies that protective policy measures are not
always effective.
Implications of global grain price development in the CIS
Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine (KRU) are the world’s major grain exporters.
During the food crisis, and even afterwards to the present day, these countries
have been levying different forms of export restrictions for grains such as export
taxes, export quotas, export bans (GOETZ et al., 2013). These policies were applied
mainly to commodity wheat. In most of the Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS) wheat is the staple food, just like rice in Asia, and teff and sorghum in
Africa. Combined, KRU account for around 20 per cent of the total global wheat
export and their share is likely to increase in the future (FAO, 2015). Empirical
evidence suggests a positive relationship between the international wheat prices
and the export volumes from KRU (KEMÉNY et al., 2012). Further research findings
in this area demonstrate that the grain export volumes from KRU have a high impact on pricing in the global markets and the global food security (FELLMANN et al.,
2014). They have even higher impact for pricing and food security in the Eurasian
market, where the majority of KRU’s wheat export share is utilized. Secondary
statistics on production as well as export-import volumes among the CIS countries prove that wheat exports from KRU have been increasing along with imports by countries of the Caucasus and Central Asia (CCA) coupled with decreesing production trends in most of these countries. The food crisis, interestingly,
coincided with the lowest levels of wheat production in some of the net wheat
importing countries of the CIS2 Figure 3 and Figure 4).

2

There is lack of data for Turkmenistan and for Uzbekistan.
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Wheat production in the Caucasus and Central Asia
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Figure 4:

Wheat import in the Caucasus and Central Asia
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Producer price index for commodity wheat provides evidence that the wheat
prices in the CIS have also been on a rollercoaster ride since the end of 2006
(Figures 5-7).
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Figure 5:

Producer price index for wheat for Kazakhstan, Russia, and
Ukraine
Producer Price Index for Wheat (2004-2006=100)
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Figure 6:

Producer price index for wheat for the Caucasus
Producer Price Index for Wheat (2004-2006=100)
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Producer price index for wheat for Central Asia
Producer Price Index for Wheat (2004-2006=100)
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Kazakhstan’s and Russia’s3 wheat export embargos, in 2008 and 2010, respectively, and increase in global prices for grains must have had considerable impact
on their neighboring countries that are heavily dependent on wheat imports
and where some grains are the staple food. Kazakhstan introduced an export ban
in 2008. Russia introduced an export ban on wheat in 2010/2011, export taxes
in 2007/2008 and export taxes again in 2014/2015. Ukraine introduced export
licensing in 2006, export quotas with some short breaks during 2006-2008, export
quotas again in 2010/2011, export taxes and export duties in 2011 (KULYK et al.,
2014). Undoubtedly, such measures have consequences not only for their own
domestic markets, but also for the countries dependent on the wheat coming
from KRU. FELLMANN et al. (2014) simulated three scenarios with an export ban,
export quota, and export tariff, if such were applied by KRU. If an export ban is
applied, global wheat trade would decrease by 6 per cent and the price for
wheat would increase to 11 per cent compared to the benchmark scenario. If
countries would impose an export quota by 3.3 million tons, the total export
of wheat would decrease by 4 per cent and the world wheat price increases to
7 per cent. If KRU would introduce a 9 per cent export tariff, countries would
still export significant amounts of the commodity, whereby the export would
decrease by only 1 per cent and the price for wheat would increase to only 1 per
cent (FELLMANN et al., 2014).
All countries of the Caucasus and Central Asia (except for Kazakhstan) fall under
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations’ (FAO) classifycation "Low-Income Food-Deficit Countries" (LIFDC). Moreover, the World Food
Program (WFP) of the United Nations (UN) supports Armenia, Azerbaijan,
3

Kazakhstan joined WTO on 30.11.2015; Russia – on 22.08.2012; Ukraine – on 16.05.2008.
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Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan. To my knowledge, the latest research on
the consequences of the soaring food prices in the Caucasus and Central Asia is
limited to some food security reports by such organizations as FAO, EBRD, International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank, and different non-governmental organizations (NGO). The results of their analyses suggest that the CCA countries,
being overwhelmingly low-income countries and heavily dependent on grain
imports, have significantly been affected by the increase in food prices and their
volatility since 2008. The impact might have been inevitable considering most
of the observed countries don’t have strategic grain reserves at their disposal
(ROBINSON, 2008). The research after the food crisis in the early 70’s indicated
though that stockpiling is costly and difficult to manage. Therefore, this point
seldom appears in policy recommendations (ABBOTT, 2009). Nevertheless, countries with sufficient reserves could react more quickly and with lower fiscal pressure than those without reserves (DEMEKE et al., 2009).
The necessity to study the net wheat importing countries of the CIS is explained
by the fact that the problem of wheat insufficiency seems to be one of the most
pressing problems in these countries. Insufficiency of such staple foods has
implications for consumers in these countries. Moreover, increasing demand for
wheat in the net grain importing countries coupled with significantly declining
production of this commodity might have serious implications for the international wheat market. Most importantly, increasing export restrictions of major grain
exporters in the region on the one hand and increasing dependency on imports
of grain-commodities by import-dependent countries in the region on the other
hand emphasizes the importance of this situation. The problem might become
exacerbated considering how diverse trade and economic policies of the CIS
countries have become ranging from extremely isolated to extremely open. Thus,
this study aims to shed some light on the wheat sectors of the CIS in general and
trade policy impacts on net wheat importers in particular. Countries under this
study are limited to two major grain exporters Russia and Kazakhstan and net
grain importers in the Caucasus and Central Asia (Figure 8).
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Political map of the Caucasus and Central Asia

Source: PERRY-CASTAÑEDA, 2015.

Objectives of the study
The general question emphasized in this work is how the global food crisis during 2008-2011 and frequent grain export restrictions by the major exporters
of this commodity affected the net wheat importing countries of Central Asia
(Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan) and the Caucasus (Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia).
The aim of this dissertation is to study the impacts of such trade policies on the
net grain importing countries of the CIS by focusing on three selected issues
of this research problem. Each essay4 represents a separate work with its own
research question, theories, methodology, and data. These research questions
are, however, related to the general research question above and represent an
analysis of the involved parties at three levels: international – the analysis of
grain trade among several states, national – the analysis of the intermediate
flour suppliers, and the micro-level – the analysis of households.

4

Words "essay" and "paper" will be used interchangeably. Further, I intend to submit the
essays to scientific journals according to their research foci.
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ESSAY

Russia’s wheat trade policy with its neighbors: The Neorealism perspective
In what follows, each essay will be introduced with a presentation of the state
of the literature, theories, methods, as well as major results. Each description
will be closed with a discussion of policy implications.
The first essay is conducted at the international level and it analyzes the grain
trade among the CIS countries5. In particular, Russia’s wheat trade policy towards
its grain import-dependent neighbors is studied. As introduced above, Russia
has become a major net wheat exporter in the world exporting approximately
20 million tons of wheat annually (FAO, 2013). At the same time, Russia has been
introducing export restrictions, with three of them introduced only in the course
of the last several years (2007/08, 2010/11, and 2014/15). Nonetheless, as of about
the same time as the food crisis started and during its frequent grain export restrictions, Russia has been increasing wheat and wheat flour exports in a nonstandard form, i.e. in the form of presents, commodity for installments, and development of seed programs to some of the countries in the Caucasus and Central
Asia, but not to all of them (UKHOVA, 2013).
The food crisis developed along with the changing political reality on the Eurasian continent: Russia’s establishment as the major exporter of grains and its reviving position as the key political player (MANKOFF, 2009). This position is reflected
in Russia’s leading role in regional organizations6, the work of which has been
intensifying during the last years. By now it is clear which of the CCA countries
participate in those organizations and which have already withdrawn their memberships (NYGREN, 2008). However, the degree of reliance of the CCA countries on
grain and flour supplies during the food crisis seems to have been determined
by the degree to which the CCA countries are willing or not willing to participate
in regional organizations. Therefore, it seems that political relations between
Russia and the CCA intertwine with economic relations in such a way that developments in the sphere of politics influence developments in the sphere of trade
and economic cooperation. Without any doubt it is important to understand the
rationale behind such trade policy, since it has direct implications on the countries
that trade with Russia. Therefore, in the first essay of the dissertation, the following research question will be addressed: what determines Russia’s wheat trade
policy towards the countries of the Caucasus and Central Asia? To answer this
5

6

CIS includes post-Soviet countries, although not all of them by now are members of the
organization. Despite this, the term "CIS" is broadly used according to its political meaning,
which considers all of the post-Soviet countries except for the Baltic States.
Regional organizations in this context are international organizations established on the
post-Soviet space and members of which are mostly the post-Soviet countries.
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question, the wheat trade between Russia and its neighbors will be analyzed,
combined with the current geopolitical situation in the region.
There are numerous works conducted on Russia’s grain trade from various perspectives as, for example, price transmission and market power (GAFAROVA et al.,
2015; GOETZ et al., 2013; KEMÉNY et al., 2012). These studies assessed Russia’s grain
trade from a purely economic perspective. With regard to Russia’s trade policy
and the policy of integration in regional organizations, some research has also
been done. However, it has been written either within the framework of trade
integrational processes or pure political science (POMFRET, 2005; RAKHIMOV, 2010).
There is a research gap though on the rationale behind the double-barreled trade
policy, when some countries receive help and others are restricted on trade. This
essay aims at closing this research gap.
This is a qualitative and interdisciplinary study. The chosen method is the qualitative analysis, because the inquiry is based on the analysis of the given data and
the facts relevant to the research question. Materials of the analysis are mostly
secondary statistical data, relevant articles, as well as news reports. The main
theoretical foundation of the essay is the theory neorealism. Further relevant
economic theories such as theories of transport costs, international trade, and
competition theories will also be taken into account. This study encompasses a
comparative aspect, since several countries (Russia’s neighbors in the Caucasus
and Central Asia) will be compared with one another based on political and economic factors that are obtained from the theories described above. At the end
of the analysis conclusions will be drawn and policy implications will be discussed.
The results of the analysis indicate that the overall geopolitical situation on the
continent influences trade amongst the countries. Intensively developing political events on the one hand and the food crisis on the other hand influenced
access to grains for some of the net grain importing countries of the CIS during
those years. Some, however, could receive wheat and wheat flour in a non-standard form. For many of the countries studied it turned out to be difficult to
achieve self-sufficiency in wheat production following their independence despite the implementation of a variety of policies such as subsidization of production,
development of seed programs, and import substitution. Structural factors such
as soil, climate, quality, and land insufficiency (not to mention other manageable
constraints such as agricultural and economic policies) make it impossible, at
least in the short-run, to increase the production of wheat in those countries
substantially. On the contrary, many of the grain import-dependent countries
of the CCA show increasing trends in wheat and wheat flour imports over the
years. This clearly makes them vulnerable to external shocks as was the case of
the worldwide reduction in grain supplies and the drastic long-term increase of
food prices. The geopolitical situation, on the other hand, which involves the
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struggle among the bigger political actors over the level of influence on the continent, impacts significantly the trade patterns among the countries and trade
development in general. It is found that cooperation or non-cooperation of the
import-dependent CCA countries in different spheres, especially in the military,
determines the accessibility of grains from a key political power.
Policy implications
The latest developments around the price surge for food commodities prove
that the net exporters of agricultural commodities can, in principle, easily ban
exports despite the fact that it might hurt other participants of international
trade that depend on the imports of respective commodities. Trade restrictions,
surprisingly, have been imposed even after prices in the international markets
started to decline. Moreover, this phenomenon calls for a renewed view of the
international trade development at the national as well as supranational levels.
Commitments to the world’s biggest trade organization appear to be limited
to some maximum tariff bindings. The Doha Development Round of the World
Trade Organization (WTO), which was launched in 2001 and aimed at lowering
trade barriers and therefore fostering trade globally, couldn’t, therefore, contribute to the elimination of trade restrictions during the food crisis. Moreover,
the disagreements regarding agriculture and tariffs still remain up to date unresolved with negotiations having been stalled since 2008. Therefore, some new
measures are necessary at the WTO-level that would restrain export bans, especially during such times when prices for agricultural food commodities in international markets start to surge.
One of the most important policy recommendations for large exporters of food
commodities is to leave borders open even during food price inflations. The
closing of borders by major exporters affects international prices and pushes
them upward even more. International prices, in turn, can quickly be transmitted
to domestic markets despite reverse expectations. Thus, in many cases of export
restrictions, prices for respective commodities in domestic markets remain almost as high as prices in international markets. Because of this, it is crucial that
major exporters of agricultural goods consider this matter and take into account
the research works that reveal the inefficacy of such extreme measures as export
bans. Researchers have been giving this recommendation for many years now.
Only this way it is possible to preserve the balance between the international
supply and the demand and, therefore, avoid distortions in the prices for food
commodities, to provide smooth movement of goods along the supply chains,
and to assure sustainable development of international trade relations. The net
importers of the staples, in turn, should undertake long-term policy measures
that would allow them to quickly and efficiently react to such sudden price shocks
and, moreover, to ease the import-dependency from a single supplier. Therefore
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it is recommended to diversify the import sources and to build consistent trade
relationships with alternative suppliers aimed for a sustainable long-term cooperation in trade.
2

ESSAY

Agribusiness in transition: Insights from structural change in grain
processing in Central Asia
The second essay is conducted at the national level and studies intermediary
actors of the grain supply chain. Wheat flour processing industries of some of
the observed countries have been undergoing significant structural changes
as a result of increasing trends in wheat but mostly wheat flour imports coming
from Russia and Kazakhstan. In particular, grain-processing firms in Armenia,
Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan have been either closing their enterprises for
some uncertain time or leaving the business completely. Such phenomenon is
not observed in all of the grain import-dependent countries of the CCA though.
Governments’ trade and competition policies play a decisive role in the developments occurring within the grain processing industry. In fact, the degree to which
processing firms develop in a market or in a different type of economy depends
significantly upon the respective governments’ economic and trade policies.
Moreover, intermediary flour suppliers are of importance, but their state of development remains understudied. The way they work is important for the price
formation along the commodity supply chains, for the level of grain demand
either domestic or foreign, and the way finished products are delivered to end
consumers.
The focus of the second essay lies in the investigation of the drivers of such structural change. Study of this phenomenon requires the consideration of many
factors from milling companies’ business performance and strategy over quality
issues of the commodity in question up to governments’ trade and competition
policies regarding the trade of both wheat as well as wheat flour. Since the grain
import-dependent countries of the CCA provide examples of both with and
without structural transformations of the grain supply chains, this study focuses on the most demonstrative examples of the country-cases of Kyrgyzstan
and Uzbekistan. Whereas Kyrgyzstan, a net grain importer with a drastic structural change within the grain processing industry, serves as a sample for a market
economy with open trade, Uzbekistan, also a net importer of wheat as well as
wheat flour with no structural change to observe, serves as a restrictive economy
with a strategic policy of import substitution. The countries can also serve as representative samples for other similar countries.
Designed as a comparative analysis of the country-cases Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan, this part of the dissertation investigates not only the phenomenon of
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structural transformation within the grain processing industry, but explains indirectly how the demand for wheat and wheat flour by the grain import-dependent countries has been increasing and how it is related to the heterogeneous
developments within the domestic grain processing industries. Particular attention will be paid to such drivers of the structural transformation outside the firm
as governments’ trade and competition policies and to commodity quality issues. The research question pursued within the second paper is: what drives the
structural changes in the grain processing industry in Central Asia?
Most recent research on structural changes in the grain processing industry concerns the USA (C. S. KIM et al., 2001; C. S. KIM et al., 1991; OLLINGER et al., 2005;
WILSON, 1995). The authors investigated this particular problem under the consideration of some main factors, which are strongly supportive in my orientation.
Previous research studies on the outcomes of Central Asian reform strategies
have focused primarily on agricultural production (LERMAN, 2008), structural
change in the farming sector (LERMAN, 2009) and trade integration (KAMINSKI, 2012;
RUTHENBERG, 2006). Moreover, the FAO Regional Office for Europe and Central Asia
has consequently been publishing various reports and workshop-proceedings
on value chains and their development over the years in the countries of Eastern
Europe, the Caucasus, and Central Asia. Such reports have been dealing with
supply chains of various commodities, however not with grain processing firms
(TANIC, 2006, 2009, 2011, 2015). Furthermore, there is yet no in-depth study of
the most recent developments around grain processing firms in Central Asia under the consideration of growing competition within the industry as a whole and
governments’ various trade policies. This study takes into consideration also the
commodity quality issues. There are several studies regarding wheat quality issues in Central Asia (ABUGALIEVA & PENA, 2010; KIENZLER & IBRAGIMOV et al., 2011;
KIENZLER & RUDENKO et al., 2011; PENA et al., 2002) and how markets value quality
(MERCIER, 1993; URI et al., 1994). These papers, however, do not investigate structural changes in the grain processing industry by taking into account commodity
quality issues. Considering all this, this essay aims at closing this research gap.
To study this particular research problem, a conceptual framework is constructed
that involves drivers of the structural change within and outside of the firm. The
theories generally stem from the sphere of economics of industrial organization
and international trade. In particular, the theory of the firm will be used in order
to analyze business units. Furthermore, import tariffs will be analyzed that serve
as indicators of governments’ trade and competition policies. Moreover, a survey
of grain processing enterprises in both countries is conducted. The sample includes small-, middle-, as well as big-sized milling companies in different geographical regions of both countries. The questionnaire for the survey is designed
specially for business enterprises in transition economies and is characterized
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by the inclusion of factors specific for such economies. The questionnaire presupposes questions designed according to the theoretical framework. Therefore, it will be possible to compare and to find a reflection of survey questions
in the theoretical part of the paper. The method chosen is the qualitative case
study, since an in-depth analysis of two country-cases will be conducted. According to the method, both the survey data and the secondary statistical data will
be analyzed. Further, data on import tariffs and national news reports, which normally are the first to capture the latest developments within the countries, will
also be analyzed. Also here, as in other essays, policy implications will be discussed in detail after the conclusions.
The results of the analysis demonstrate that the milling enterprises in Kyrgyzstan,
due to governments’ unrestricted import policies of wheat flour and, therefore,
growing industry competition, have been consolidating quickly, which means
that ineffective business units have been squeezing out of the market while changing the market structure. The market, therefore, has been tending to take an
oligopolistic form, where several big firms perform better competitiveness and
can actually preserve their existence in the massive competition with the foreign
industry. In particular, small- and even some of the middle-sized processing business units have been showing rather deteriorating developments in terms of economic parameters comprised in the survey, while big-sized mills have been improving their performance in almost all parameters. In sum, the structural change
in Kyrgyzstan has been taking place mainly through two channels: the unrestricted import flows of wheat flour that circumvent the work of grain processing
firms, and the growing preference of end consumers, but also intermediate consumers such as mills, for imported wheat, which is characterized by better quality.
The extreme case, in terms of restrictiveness of trade policy, is Uzbekistan, where
there has been no actual change and, accordingly, no significant development
to observe. The quality of wheat of domestic origin is similar to that of Kyrgyzstan
and inferior to the wheat of, for instance, Kazakh origin. The government’s strategic policy is set, however, to substitute imports. This it does not only by imposing
comparatively high ad valorem import tariffs for wheat, wheat flour, and various
flour commodities, but also by owning the largest shares in the grain-processing
joint-stock companies and determining the volumes of the processed grain. The
competition policy of the government is to eliminate competition. One of the
examples for the latter is that wheat producers can sell their output only to milling companies, in which the government has the largest shares, herewith, restricting the access to wheat for private flour processing units in the country. As
a result, the state-owned mills in Uzbekistan show no improvement in their business performance and, accordingly, there are hardly any developments within
those mills to observe.
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Policy implications
Liberal trade policy leads to accelerated competition among grain processing
firms and grain producers. Higher competition among grain producers induces
the average market price to reduce. This is of advantage for mills that use grains
as inputs in production of flour and for end consumers, who normally consume
the processed flour as well as flour products and not the raw grain. Increasing
marginal profit per unit of output due to the reducing marginal production cost
enables business enterprises to acquire more advanced technology. The latter,
in turn, leads to economies of scale and diversification of product lines. Thus, the
business can be extended and the market share of respective establishments
can be increased. Increase in the market share of one business unit might inevitably decrease the market share of another less efficient unit. Eventually, such
development may create an oligopolistic or a monopolistic market structure. In
an extreme case, such development might even lead to industry dissolution.
Such an outcome might have implications for limited supply within the domestic market and even higher dependency on imports of processed flour and flour
commodities. Therefore, the governments under question might think of establishing institutions such as antitrust authorities to control for monopolistic competition on the one hand, and to create institutions that enable efficient marketing systems across the country, on the other hand.
Policies of import substitution and competition elimination might hurt consumers who, due to significantly high import tariffs, have to spend more money
on imported commodities for which tariffs are applied, as well as intermediary
producers as, for example, private milling companies, which express preference
for commodities with certain quality characteristics. The restriction of such grains
might have health implications, furthermore, since it is grains with high protein
content that are restricted to import. Other policy instruments should be worked
out, which wouldn’t harm producers, such as, for instance, the development of
better seeds and the provision or investment in better technologies. Moreover,
mechanisms should be improved which rather control for efficiency of factors
used in production than are oriented on pure quantity of the commodity produced. In the long-term these pay off for the sustainable production and general
welfare for producers, intermediary suppliers, and, last but not least, end consumers.
General policy recommendation for all of the CIS countries is that more control
mechanisms of trade flows are needed in order to be able to record smuggled
volumes of staples. In some of the CIS (especially net cereal import-dependent
ones) volumes of smuggled commodities are supposed to be so significant that
they might even have structural implications for the real economy. The existence
of smuggling, on the other hand, indicates to market imbalances. Therefore,
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control of the flows of smuggled goods alone wouldn’t solve the problem. That
is why it would be more important to address and analyze the underlying reasons of the market disequilibrium, since this is an important issue for better economic assessment of the current trade situation among the trading parties.
3

ESSAY

Quantitative analysis of heterogeneous effects of grain export policies on
Kyrgyz wheat producers and consumers
The third essay is conducted at the level of households – the last level within
the grain supply chain and analyzes the impacts of the grain export embargo
imposed by Kazakhstan in 2008 on agricultural households in Kyrgyzstan. It is
believed that Kyrgyz consumers have suffered from the Kazakh grain export ban,
since Kazakhstan is the major supplier of wheat to Kyrgyzstan.
The aim of this paper to find the price and income elasticities of marketed surplus7, which should give an assessment as to which degree households produce
more and consume less when the prices of all observed commodities increase.
In particular, price and income elasticities of the marketed surplus for two periods,
before and after the grain export embargo, will be estimated.
Previous similar research stems from other countries. In particular, ULIMWENGU
and RAMADAN (2009) investigated the food price increase and consumers’ response to it. Their results predicted a 23 per cent decrease in food consumption
for net sellers, compared with 44 per cent when using the consumption approach alone. These authors used the agricultural household models developed
by SINGH et al. (1986) and conducted a quantitative demand analysis with food
substitutes (ULIMWENGU & RAMADAN, 2009). There is, however, a research gap on
how households in Central Asia were affected by the increase in the prices of the
staples associated with the export ban.
This is a quantitative demand analysis for different cereal commodities and their
substitutes. The particular interest lies in how the demand for cereals and their
substitutes changed as a result of the grain export embargo. The theory and the
methodology used allow the taking into account of the fact that the country is
still to a significant degree agricultural and households can, in principle, produce
commodities studied. This means as well that the production side will be taken
into account to a certain degree, however not to the extent as to be considered
a welfare analysis. The theory and the methodology used is that developed by
BELLEMARE et al. (2013). In particular, these authors have combined both producer
and consumer sides into one variable – the marketed surplus, and investigated
7

Marketed surplus equals production minus consumption.
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supply as well as demand reactions of agricultural households to a food price
inflation in Ethiopia.
The data set used is the representative panel data set "Kyrgyz Integrated Households Survey" (KIHS). The data set is distinguished by its uniqueness in comprising large number of welfare related indicators and is considered an integrated
household panel data set. Also, there is no comparable data set in all Central
Asia. Data has been collected annually since 2003 in a sample of around five thousand households with about one-fourth being replaced each year. The questionnaire is designed specially for a developing country with inquiries on different
economic parameters of household livelihoods and with a special focus on food
consumption and food expenditures.
The results came out to be surprising on the one hand, because, it was expected
that when the prices of the observed commodities increase due to the reduced
supply caused by the export ban, their marketed surpluses should increase too.
The economic theory predicts that when prices increase consumers reduce consumption and producers increase production. In the results obtained, the marketed surpluses for almost all commodities were decreasing in both periods with
the negative coefficients of the own-price elasticities being lower in the second
period. The results weren’t surprising on the other hand, because, by a thorough
analysis of this case, a general decline in the production of almost all cereals
could be observed. Further, the results of the econometric analysis indicate that
even when there is no export ban and when prices for producible agricultural
commodities increase, producers don’t sell more and consumers don’t consume
less.
Policy implications
The agricultural sector of Kyrgyzstan is continuing to go through structural changes due to industrialization, market liberalization, and the associated increase in
competition with agricultural commodities. Such transition is connected with
heterogeneous developments within agricultural segments of the population.
The demand for staples in such countries is, in general, relatively inelastic. In a
situation of food crisis, demand for staples might increase even more. This might
occur as a result of the substitution effect, since, normally, prices for other food
commodities increase too. Such an incident might put even more pressure on
the development of prices in domestic as well as in international markets. The
significant share of the population in Kyrgyzstan still lives from agriculture. One
might think that the increase in prices for food commodities is of advantage for
agricultural households, since their incomes increase when prices for agricultural
commodities increase. Such a way of thinking is unfortunately not always true.
Some empirical evidence has been introduced above indicating that during
the food inflation those households, which were affected the most, were the
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semi-subsistent households as they are the net buyers of food themselves.
Moreover, the results of the analysis of the third paper show that the export ban
imposed by Kazakhstan and the associated increase in prices of cereal commodities had a significant impact on semi-subsistent households in Kyrgyzstan. National governments’ effective work is crucial, therefore, especially in order to provide a painless transition from agriculture to industrialization, and for those farm
households that stay in agriculture, to provide assistance for their sustainable
development. Semi-subsistent households should be the primary targets for
assistance at the governmental level and not only during crises. Long-term policy
measures should be worked out for efficient use of lands suitable for agricultural
production, access to credits for farmers and farm households at lower interest
rates and better policy measures for small farm households for sustainable agricultural growth. In the short-term institutions are needed that can provide stabilization mechanisms and these need to be in place prior to such price shocks associated with the reduced supply of agricultural commodities.
Own contribution to the academic debate
As discussed above, the first essay brings innovation to the research in terms of
using theories of political science to explain the current trade situation within
the CIS. To the best of my knowledge, there are yet no studies that investigate
grain trade in Eurasia from political science perspective. The novelty of this study
is that in such an analysis the economic good wheat is introduced as a political
instrument used by a powerful country in order to induce the counter-parties to
act in a desired manner. The results emphasize the importance of the consideration of geopolitics in the future when studying the trading situation within the
CIS.
Further, within the analysis of the grain processing industry, a theoretical concept to study the milling industry is developed, which is based on existing economic theories and which shows how one good moving along the entire supply
chain gets to the end consumer differently in two different economic-policy situations. The novelty of the study is that primary data such as interviews of managers of milling enterprises in two Central Asian countries were collected in 2015.
This is a significant contribution to the research, since grain processing industries
in the CIS remain up to date understudied, even though their role is very important for the functioning of the supply chains. The results indicate that the major
drivers outside the firm influencing the new trends within the milling industry in
Kyrgyzstan have been governmental trade and competition policies as well as
quality aspects.
The main contribution to the scientific debate around the food crisis within the
final essay is a quantitative demand analysis for cereal commodities in Kyrgyzstan using a representative household panel data set. This, to my knowledge, is
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the first such research for the entire Central Asia. The results indicate a significant
impact of the food inflation associated with the Kazakh export ban on wheat on
Kyrgyz semi-subsistent households.
Limitations and suggestions for further research
The time given for a dissertation is unfortunately limited. Thus, at some point,
one needs to call it a day. Even though I was able, within the first essay, to capture the newest developments within the grain sectors and the grain trade
among the countries of the CIS by showing general declining trends in grain
production in most of the CCA and therefore ever increasing trends in wheat
and wheat flour imports, there still is need for more research on the exact causes
of such developments at the country-based level. Such causes can vary from
country to country considering they each conduct different trade and economic
policies. Such investigation requires taking into consideration the still on-going
transformation processes. In order to understand the declining trends in grain
production, more quantitative investigation of cereal producers is necessary. Such
analysis would require primary data collection at the farm level, since the countries under consideration lack such data. One of the main limitations of the first
paper is the time constraint. There is a great potential to study the research problem discussed in this paper within the framework of other comparable theories of
political science that also take into account some distinct features of different
states when conducting trade.
The structural changes within the grain processing industry are also observable
in the countries of the Caucasus. Even though this research gives comparative
understanding regarding this issue, more detailed analysis of the case for the
countries of the Caucasus is needed. Especially the case of Georgia seems to be
crucial. The country shows the ratio of the highest wheat import-dependence
and the lowest wheat production levels compared to the other CCA countries.
Such research requires detailed representative data that is not yet available and
still needs to be collected. Differences in the developments within the countries
indicate the necessity of case study research. One of the main limitations of the
study concerns the difficulty of surveying milling companies that have already
closed in order to inquire on the exact reasons of their withdrawal from the mar
ket. Because of the lack of data, it was impossible to track such companies. Therefore, the research is limited to the analysis of the firms that currently operate.
In the quantitative demand analysis of agricultural households the focus was
only on several cereals and their substitutes. For a more comprehensive and detailed analysis of the exact impacts of trade policies one needs to conduct a general welfare analysis under the consideration of other commodities. To some degree this should be possible taking into account the availability of the household
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panel data for Kyrgyzstan. The data set, however very unique and advanced, has
some limitations, which are discussed in detail within the paper.

1 RUSSIA’S WHEAT TRADE POLICY WITH ITS NEIGHBORS:
THE NEOREALISM PERSPECTIVE

Abstract
What determines Russia’s wheat trade policy towards the countries in the Caucasus and Central Asia (CCA)? This essay studies Russia’s wheat trade policy towards the CCA countries within the framework of political economy. In particular, the main mechanisms of standard and non-standard trade relationships will
be analyzed. It is argued that Russia, while conducting trade with the countries
of the CIS, does not pursue an economic advantage in the first place but rather
political aims.
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Russia has become a major grain exporter within the past years and exports
nowadays about 20 million tons of wheat annually. Moreover, Russia is the fifth
major wheat exporter in the world, accountable for more than 10 per cent of the
global wheat trade (FAO, 2013). However, Russia’s establishment as the major
net wheat exporter has been coupled with its significant restrictions of grain trade
(WEGREN, 2013). Only during the last several years the country imposed export
restrictions on wheat and other grains in the form of an export embargo during
15.08.2010-31.06.2011, export taxes during 01.11.2007-30.06.2008 (up to 40 per
cent), and export taxes again during 01.02.2015-15.05.2015, although some evidence suggests that grain exports to some of the neighboring countries occurred even during the export ban (PROZERNO, 2011). Moreover, it appears that
during the same period of restrictions, Russia supplied wheat and wheat flour in
a non-standard form and in particular in the form of presents, humanitarian or
free aid, commodity for installments, and development of seed programs to
some of the countries of its near abroad8 examples of which are provided in the
analysis part. Previous research regarding this subject, however, does not cover
this issue. Interestingly, these countries seem to cooperate with Russia on important strategic policy and security issues and seem to show reliance on Russia
as soon as there are domestic shortages of grains. Those countries strongly dependent on wheat imports from Russia, but not cooperating in the political
sphere, must seek alternative suppliers.
Thorough research of this phenomenon discovers some interlinkages of such
trade policy with the memberships of countries in question in regional organiza8

"Near-abroad" means post-Soviet countries that fall under the Russian sphere of influence.
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tions, where Russia has a dominating position. In other words, political relations
between Russia and the CCA might intertwine with their economic relations,
where the cooperation (or non-cooperation) on key political issues influences
countries’ trade relationships. In such situations, wheat might stop being an economic good and become rather a political one.
This essay aims at identifying the causes of such policies and their implications
for the observed countries using the commodity wheat as an example. The research question, therefore, is as follows: what determines Russia’s wheat trade
policy towards the countries in the Caucasus and Central Asia? This is an interdisciplinary qualitative study in which, first of all, the current situation of wheat
trade in Eurasia and some examples of comparable policy mechanisms from the
period prior to the Russian Empire’s colonization of the CCA countries will be
presented. Based on the information provided, hypotheses will be developed.
Thereafter, neorealism theory will be introduced. Furthermore, a comparative
analysis of the CCA countries will be demonstrated based on such factors as
other competitors and transport costs, as well as economic and military cooperation between the countries. In the last part, conclusions will be drawn and policy
implications will be discussed.
1.2 WHEAT TRADE AND POLITICAL ECONOMY IN EURASIA
After the dissolution of the Soviet Union, its ex member-countries found themselves in a situation resembling that of a necklace is torn where its beads, detached from the whole, can choose in which direction they roll. This means that
the countries could determine their own political and economic orientation in
an anarchic world (BRZEZINSKI, 1997). Moreover, in addition to the new economic
challenges faced by the countries in terms of the transition to market economy,
the countries faced security problems in form of religious extremism, terrorism9,
and separatism10 (HEATHERSHAW & MONTGOMERY, 2014). The region became heterogeneous in terms of political orientation and economic development and even
more volatile to various international and local conflicts (BLANK, 2012). The countries of the Caucasus and Central Asia have found themselves exactly where they
were before the Russian colonization in the second half of the nineteenth
century (BRZEZINSKI, 1997), only this time with the inheritance of the production
systems established during the planned economy. Eurasia regained its economic

9

10

The Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan, the Hizb al-Tahrir, and the recent growing influence
of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIS).
Chechen separatists.
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and geopolitical importance once more since the time of the "Great Game"11
(BLANK, 2012; ZABORTSEVA, 2012).
From Russia’s side, there have been attempts to reintegrate the states under the
roof of several integrational organizations such as, for example, the Commonwealth of Independent States. However, many of them weren’t successful and
existed only on paper (POMFRET, 2005). Big trade organizations didn’t quite work
for all the post-Soviet countries. They then intensified bilateral trade agreements.
Such numerous trade agreements didn’t work either and trade took place mainly
on the de facto basis whereby great volumes of smuggled goods could be observed (ROBERTS & WEHRHEIM, 2001). Nevertheless, in recent years, the policy of
reintegration in the spheres of economics, politics, security, education etc. seem
to have been coordinately intensifying under the leading position of Russia
(NYGREN, 2008).
In terms of potentials in wheat production, there still is a strong path dependency across all the post-Soviet countries, even though many of the CCA countries
have been putting considerable efforts into implementing different policy measures at the governmental level towards becoming self-sufficient such as, for
instance, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan (POMFRET, 2005). Currently, Armenia,
Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan are net importers of
wheat and wheat flour. During the planned economy wheat was fairly distributed among all the member-countries according to the plan and the comparative
advantages of those countries didn’t necessarily lie in wheat production. In
other words, there was a fair access to grains and flour products for all the postSoviet countries. Today, now that they are independent and conduct their own
trade policy, they face the problem of wheat insufficiency and strong import-dependency, which have a direct implication for food security to different degrees
(BABU & PINSTRUP-ANDERSEN, 2000; BABU & REIDHEAD, 2000; BABU & TASHMATOV, 1999).
The problem of wheat availability in the countries studied is becoming one of
the most pressing ones, especially considering the developments around the
wheat prices in the world during the last years. For the CCA countries wheat is
a staple food and makes up on average the largest portion of the diet. Moreover,
wheat is the only commodity among other agricultural commodities, which
provides examples of frequent population demonstrations in different parts of
the republics against the national governments as soon as they fail to provide
stable market prices for it as it was in the cases of Kyrgyzstan (MAMYTOVA, 2007)
and Tajikistan (ALEXANDER, R., 2011).

11

Arthur Conolly was the first to coin the term "Great Game", by which he describes the
struggle between the British and the Russian Empires over Central Asia.
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The state of the current research suggests that the CIS countries can roughly
be divided into three groups in terms of wheat sufficiency (TEUBER, 2014). PostSoviet countries can be to a certain degree net wheat exporters: Kazakhstan,
Russia, and Ukraine; net wheat importers: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan; autarkic: Belarus and Turkmenistan. Russia mainly supplies
the countries of the Caucasus, which are closer to the main Russian wheat production areas and the Black Sea. Ukraine’s export volumes to the CCA are comparatively insignificant. Kazakhstan supplies Central Asia, although as Kazakhstan
banned the export of wheat in 2008, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan could import more
from Russia.
By now it is also possible to draw a line between three groups of countries, which
collaborate, don’t collaborate, and are autarkic in terms of cooperation in various
spheres. Such cooperation refers to participation in economic, military, and
political organizations despite the fact that very often Russia has the veto right
(NYGREN, 2008). Armenia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan cooperate with
Russia in many spheres. Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan conduct a
restrained policy towards Russia. As for Georgia, the country has been confronting Russia in terms of integration with the West and especially in terms of becoming a member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), which apparently resulted in the Russian-Georgian war in 2008 and a pause in their trade
relationships. By today, bilateral trade relationships between Russia and Georgia
have been insignificantly resumed. However, because of different political aims,
it is yet difficult to predict if these two countries are going to reestablish the previous level of trade relationships in the nearest future.
Today’s political and economic reality in Eurasia is very often associated with the
one before the colonization of the CCA countries by the Russian Empire. Russia’s
expansion to the territories of the modern CCA countries started at about the
same time as the trade between the East and the West began to intensify with
Great Britain as the main acteur in the then new trade flows. Arthur Conolly, in
his book "Journey to the North of India through Russia, Persia and Afghanistan",
describes the strategic importance of Central Asia for both empires at the time
of the Great Game (CONOLLY, 1834). Whereas the primary aim of the British Empire was not to let the Russian Empire come close to its colony India via Afghanistan, and therefore not to distort the flow of resources from India to Britain, the
goal of the Russian Empire was to take over the dominance over the territories
in order to gain control over the disposable resources and to control these trade
flows. The latter would allow it at that time to influence the policies of its major
opponents in the region such as China, Persia, Turkey, as well as the British Empire itself.
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The importance of Central Asia and the Caucasus was subject to many discussions. Primarily, their importance is characterized by their endowment with resources and their geographical location. For Russia, which is located in the "heart"
of Eurasia, the policies of the countries, which surround it, are even more important. Halford Mackinder in his "Heartland Theory" expressed the importance
of the continent by stating: "Who rules East Europe commands the Heartland;
who rules the Heartland commands the World-Island; who rules the WorldIsland commands the world" (MACKINDER, 1919, p. 194). Further, Mackinder called
the modern Caucasus and Central Asia the "pivot areas" (MACKINDER, 1919). "Geopolitical pivots are the states whose importance is derived not from their power
and motivation but rather from their sensitive location and from the consequences of their potentially vulnerable condition for the behavior of geostrategic
players. Most often, geopolitical pivots are determined by their geography, which
in some cases gives them a special role either in defining access to important
areas or in denying resources to a significant player. In some cases, a geopolitical
pivot may act as a defensive shield for a vital state or even a region" (BRZEZINSKI,
1997, p. 40-41).
With the acquirement of post-Soviet countries, Russia acquired a hegemonic position on the continent. With the dissolution of the Soviet Union, and therefore
the establishment of the uni-polar world with the sole global hegemon – the
USA, Russia lost its position as such. Current geopolitical developments, including Russia’s strategic position in the grain sector and the grain trade, are directed to reestablish its strength12. Moreover, in order to achieve such goals, postSoviet countries need to participate in regional organizations, where Russia has
the leading position. The reasons why their cooperation in those organizations is
important can roughly be explained by the following:
• Russia’s position in trade with its neighbors depends to some degree
on cooperation of these countries in regional organizations. Such cooperation would increase Russia’s position at the global level. Similarly,
the same is supposed to be achieved by diminishing economic and especially military expansion of the US-dominated organizations on the
territories of the post-Soviet countries. This can mainly be achieved
through abandonment of memberships in various spheres and especially in that of trade and military. Russia’s strong position in Eurasia
would make its Western counterparts talkative in negotiations with
regard to an unprecedented access to Western finances and technology. This especially concerns advanced military equipment, of which
Russia is not yet competitive producer.
12

Such a position is also reflected in many other spheres. This paper, however, intends to remain focused on the grain sector.
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The next two aspirations are auxiliary to the one above and represent
rather the means than the end. Nevertheless, they can be summarized
as follows:
• Control of resources such as oil and gas, which Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and Azerbaijan export to Europe and other countries.
Most of the current research studies tend to represent this position
and sees it as an end, which is explained by the fact that Russia itself is
an exporter of these resources and competes with these countries in
the exporting markets (BAHGAT, 2007; BERMAN, 2010).
• Security reasons, whereby the CCA countries serve as a buffer zone
from NATO and other military and ideologically different constructed
organizations and institutions (MENON, 1995). Russia plays a key role
in the resolution of international conflicts (e.g. Afghanistan, Syria, Iraq,
and Iran) and it wouldn’t want this position to be lost or diminished over
time. This, however, is determined to a greater degree by the presence
of NATO on the territories of the post-Soviet states. In other words, Russia perceives the expansion of NATO eastwards as a discrimination of its
geopolitical interests and as a threat to diminish its role in the resolution of international conflicts.
1.3 THEORY
Within the framework of this paper it is argued that political relations between
Russia and the rest of the CIS influence their economic relations and access to
food. Economic theories alone are not always sufficient to explain political relations among the countries that significantly shape their trade relationships.
Therefore, an interdisciplinary approach appears to be necessary with the application of theories stemming from the sphere of political science in general and
international relations in particular, since the study focuses on the relation of one
country to another.
There are three mainstream theoretical approaches (three major views of global
politics) out of many used to explain modern international relations in the
spectrum of which international trade also falls: neoliberalism, social constructivism, and neorealism (SNYDER, 2004). These theories have been interchangeably
dominating throughout the twentieth century until now when explaining global
politics. In what follows, it will be shortly outlined why neorealism has been chosen as a working theoretical framework for the first essay and, accordingly, a
large fraction of this part will be devoted to it.
Neoliberalism stems from liberalism, the major founders of which were Adam
Smith and Immanuel Kant. Neoliberalism, in general, requires the adherence
of a subject to some common rules, which every subject perceives as some-
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thing external and which do not allow the achievement of goals in a way which
might harm other participants of the social action. Further, neoliberalism claims
that supranational and international institutions can serve as a platform for the
successful cooperation of states. Moravcsik, one of the well-known neoliberalists,
demonstrates this with the example of the European Union (MORAVCSIK, 1997,
2008). Trade liberalism is a branch of neoliberalism that implies that unrestricted
trade relationships among countries promote cooperation and increase general
welfare. Restricted trade, on the contrary, creates distortions and hurts participants of international trade. Recent developments in international trade with
increasing trends in trade restrictions go against such notions of neoliberalism.
This is true, considering that neoliberalism has always striven to show ways and
possibilities to change the existing domination and power relationships within
societies (SCHIEDER, 2010). Therefore, neoliberalism is of little help when studying
the economic-political relations in the established state of the interstate affairs in
Eurasia.
Social constructivism, which originally stems from idealism, is very close to neorealism in its approach to explain international politics, since both of them are
structural theories. Social constructivism, while basically maintaining almost all
of the major arguments and assumptions of neorealism, explains world politics
from the point of view of societies taking into account their fundamental differences that have been established throughout their historical development
(WENDT, 1999). The main difference of social constructivism from neorealism
though lies in "shared knowledge". It means that states behave towards other
states according to their perception of them as "foes", "rivals", or "friends". This
theory is greatly applicable when studying countries with fundamental ideologycal or cultural differences. The USA, for instance, behaves differently towards
Canada than it does towards Russia (WENDT, 1987). All countries observed within
this essay have a common Soviet history, established comparatively similar autocratic regimes or power-based relationships and the difference in their attitudes to each other is not comparable to the one mentioned above. Therefore,
the analysis is limited to neorealism.
Neorealism stems from realism. The roots of realism go back to Thucydides
(The Peloponnesian War), Machiavelli (The Prince), Hobbes (Leviathan), and the
East-West conflict. Morgenthau first conceptualized this theory and explained
the foundation of realism as the natural striving of men, and therefore states, for
power in order to ensure security in an anarchic world. According to realism,
states are power maximizers and aspire for this position infinitely. Further, realists see the primary goal of each state in the absolute security of its national borders.
In comparison to this goal, other goals may be considered as supplementary
(MORGENTHAU, 2005).
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This work addresses the continuator of realism in the face of neorealism.
Kenneth Waltz, a neorealist, who structuralized realist theory by maintaining
its fundamental principles described above. In neorealism, as in realism, interstate relationships are determined through absolute security and self-preservation. Since there is no government above governments, which sets standard
rules and norms for all, the states feel constant insecurity about the intentions of
other states and must, therefore, always be prepared for the worst scenario – war.
With these assumptions neorealism is very close to classical realism but in terms
of theorizing goes beyond it. The novelty of Waltz’s approach to explain international relations lies in the fact that he structuralized this concept. His approach
is characterized by analyzing international relations at the system level and then
by explaining the behavior of states. This is why his theory is very often called
"structural realism". Waltz applies a deductive approach in studying international
relations much like economists do. The structure of the international system
compels states to act according to the security- and power-based behavior. This,
in turn, creates power constellations at the interstate level.
For Waltz, the international system basically consists of two elements: units –
states, and the separate structure of the system – the environment where states
have to co-exist. Waltz requires a separate analysis of both elements. The inner
structures of separate states are, according to Waltz, negligible and therefore
represent a "black box", which he leaves unopened. This is, of course, the main
shortcoming of Waltz’s theory. So, neorealism doesn’t strive to explain the separate foreign policies of the countries, but rather concentrates on the so-called
"systematic effects", which should be applicable for all countries.
There are three elements, which, according to Waltz, determine the structure of
the international system:
• Ordering principle – relates to the anarchic structure of the international system. While a hierarchical international system would imply a
higher authority over all governments, an anarchic international system
indicates that there is no such government above all governments.
• Character of units – regards the anarchic structure of the international
system, which forces states to care about their central preference –
maintenance of own sovereignty and survival and while doing this not
to rely on external help. Such a system can also be described as a selfhelp system. According to such a scheme, countries strive for self-sufficiency of everything in order to not be dependent on external supplies.
• Distribution of capabilities – characterizes the international system and
can be understood as a power-relation of separate states to each other.
Even though power is attributed to each state separately, Waltz under-
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stands the power distribution in the international system as a characteristic of the structure of the system. Thus, the structure can be uni-,
bi-, or multi-polar.
A uni-polar world means there is only one great power, as it was after the dissolution of the Soviet Union with the USA enjoying the role of sole superpower
and its increasing involvement in the internal affairs of the CIS countries in order
to democratize them13. This kind of structure is comparable to, for example, monopoly in economics. A bi-polar world means there are two great powers as it
was during the Cold War with the USA and the Soviet Union being two superpowers. Such a system resembles oligopoly in economics. And finally, a multipolar world means there are several (but at least more than two) great powers as
is probably nowadays the case with China and some other countries (or groups
of countries) developing very quickly and therefore increasing their role in global
politics.
Further, neorealists mainly work with three core assumptions:
• Even though the concrete interests of states are put in the "black box",
neorealists work under one general assumption – survival. This can be
considered as an aspiration for state and geographic integrity.
• States are rational and behave accordingly. However, they are in a constant state of insecurity about the intentions of other states.
• While the first two assumptions work for all states, there is yet another
assumption, based on which states can differ, namely their capabilities.
It is not clarified though how these capabilities can be measured. Nonetheless, Waltz did point out the fact that the strength of a country is
not determined only by the number of the arms and soldiers it possesses, but also by economic and social factors, which also play an important role in considering states’ capabilities.
Now, how does the structure of the international system influence the actors, i.e.
states under the anarchic construction of the system? The neorealistic answer is
as follows: states, which strive to survive in an anarchic environment, are forced
to employ all their capabilities to maximize their security. They are secure then,
13

Zbigniew Brzezinski characterized the American incentive to promote social modernization
and democratization in former Soviet Republics as one of the imperatives of the US foreign
policy. The main principle of it should be seen in reconciling the social structures of national
states in Eurasia with the domestic social structure of the USA in order to ensure the transmission of necessary impulses as well as to enforce the integrity of the system of international politics. In this vein, Russia, surrounded by modern democracies, would be more
willing to deter itself from regaining its imperial appetites. Rather, this would prompt it
to accelerate reforms leading to the modernization of its society (BRZEZINSKI, 1997).
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when a balance of power in the international system exists. Shifts in power in
favor of another state can in principle be compensated either through the extension of one’s own equipment or through building an alliance. Soft balancing
claims that a number of secondary states are capable of balancing a powerful
state in the system through forming of effective diplomatic coalitions with one
another (PAPE, 2005; PAUL, 2005). Furthermore, even though neorealism considers
transnational and international organizations as not important in the system of
international politics, it does apprehend the role of the "hegemonic induced cooperation". In this case, the major state compels others (for example weaker states)
to cooperate in order to increase the general welfare. While doing this, the hegemon takes over the major part of the costs and the shelter function for the cooperating countries and with this gives them the motivation to be involved in
the cooperation (SCHÖRING, 2010; WALTZ, 1979, 2008).
1.4 ANALYSIS
1.4.1 Competitors and transport costs
Within this part of the essay the country-based comparative analysis will be conducted. In particular, in the first part of this section, the wheat sectors of the
countries of the Caucasus and Central Asia will be introduced and compared
with one another. Moreover, such economic factors as Russia’s competitors and
transport costs of delivering grain to the CCA will shortly be discussed. In the second part of the analysis section the observed countries will be compared with
each other based on such factors as economic and military cooperation.
Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine combined have increased their grain export
share in Eurasia over the last decade. Moreover, they compete with each other in
various markets. As already mentioned in the introduction, Russia mainly supplies
the countries in the Caucasus and Kazakhstan the countries in Central Asia. The
grain export share of Ukraine is smaller in comparison to these two countries in
both regions. Each of these exporters has distinctive characteristics, which make
them more or less competitive in comparison to each other. Kazakhstan’s wheat,
for example, is characterized by high quality because of the good soil, good climatic conditions, and lower prices because of comparatively lower production
costs. However, the landlockedness of the country and poor infrastructure represent a substantial impediment for a greater export of the grains. Ukraine, on
the other hand, has a more developed infrastructure in comparison to Kazakhstan and Russia and enjoys a short distance to the Black Sea where the major
grain exporting ports are located. The country, however, has limited railway operations from there. As for Russia, the country has better transportation facilities
to the former Soviet Republics, but poor grain facilities (IMAMVERDIYEV et al., 2014).
For Russia, moreover, the transport costs of delivering grain to the countries in
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the Caucasus are substantially smaller than those to Central Asia. The reason
lies in the distance. In most of the trade literature distance is used as a proxy for
transport costs (ANDERSON & VAN WINCOOP, 2003). Therefore, it is plausible to believe that the transport cost of delivering grain from Russia’s main wheat production areas to the Caucasus is smaller than to Central Asian countries. Moreover,
Kazakhstan, which is in Central Asia, is the main source of grain import for other
Central Asian countries and represents, therefore, significant competition not
only to Russia but also to other wheat exporters. Researchers working on this
topic found that transport costs do not influence grain export volumes from KRU
when importing to the countries in the Caucasus. In contrast, though, they do
influence the grain export volumes coming from KRU to Central Asian countries.
However, since the authors included in their estimations all three exporters combined, it is difficult to indicate the impact of transport costs to each of these countries separately (IMAMVERDIYEV et al., 2014).
Despite higher transportation costs, during the food crisis and even afterwards,
Russia has been supplying wheat and wheat flour to some of the CCA countries,
however not to all of them equally. According to Oxfam’s research reports and
national newspaper reports, Russia has increased humanitarian aid in the form
of food and grains over the last decade. Major wheat and wheat flour receivers
are Armenia, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan. Whereas, for instance, in 2006 Russia’s
humanitarian aid was only in the form of capital, by 2013 almost 80 per cent of
total humanitarian aid was in the form of agricultural commodities, i.e. some semifinished foods, but especially wheat and wheat flour. Moreover, the countries
of Central Asia and the Caucasus represent almost 60 per cent of the receivers of
Russian humanitarian aid (UKHOVA, 2013).
Armenia, among the countries in the Caucasus, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, among
the countries in Central Asia, are the major receivers of Russian aid in the form of
wheat and wheat flour. To Armenia and Kyrgyzstan, for instance, Russia started
delivering significant help in terms of the supply of wheat and wheat flour (presumably from its own state reserves) as humanitarian aid since the end of 2009.
This development has coincided with the fact that Russia introduced frequent
export restrictions to the rest of the world. There is no evidence of such non-standard exports before 2009 and there is also no information on how the supplied
commodities were distributed inside the countries.
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Table 1:

Non-standard exports from Russia to Armenia

08.2012

640 tons of elite wheat seeds (MIR, 2012)

02.2011

30 million US Dollars from the Eurasian Development Bank to buy 25 thousand tons
of grain from the Russian state company "United Grain Company" (BNEWS, 2011)

08.2010

One thousand tons of elite wheat seed as a humanitarian aid (VESTNIKKAVKAZA, 2010)

09.2010

Five thousand tons of wheat as a humanitarian aid (KAVKAZ-UZEL, 2010)

Table 2:

Non-standard exports from Russia to Kyrgyzstan

15.04.2015

40 thousand tons of wheat, 20 thousand tons of which as a free aid
(KABARLAR, 2015)

03.12.2014

60 thousand tons of wheat, 20 thousand tons of which as a humanitarian
aid and the rest on preferential conditions with low transportation costs
(TAZABEK, 2014)

2012-2013

100 thousand tons of wheat of which 20 thousand tons as a humanitarian
aid and 80 thousand tons as installments from the Russian "United Grain
Company"
(Zhogorku-Kenesh (Kyrgyz Parliament), 2013)

08.2012

Four thousand tons of wheat flour as a humanitarian aid
(Zhogorku-Kenesh (Kyrgyz Parliament), 2013)

05.2011

28.8 millions of Russian Rubles to buy one thousand tons of barley
(Zhogorku-Kenesh (Kyrgyz Parliament), 2013)

10.2010

1.5 thousand tons of wheat seed as a humanitarian aid
(Zhogorku-Kenesh (Kyrgyz Parliament), 2013)

2009

6.5 thousand tons of wheat flour (worth one million USD)
(Zhogorku-Kenesh (Kyrgyz Parliament), 2013)

Armenia’s total wheat demand for domestic consumption is made up of about
60 per cent imported wheat, the major part of which comes from Russia14
(Figure 9). Since 2011 wheat production has been more fruitful mainly due to
the improvement of seed quality through the seed development program, which
has been conducted by the government with the help of Russia. The seeds were
provided to farmers at a cost 50 per cent lower than the market price
(URUTYAN et al., 2012). Furthermore, the wheat export taxes introduced by Russia
in the period between 01.02.2014-15.05.2015 didn’t apply to Armenia, as Armenia was then already a member of the Customs Union (CU) and the Eurasian
Economic Union (EEU). In connection with this it is worth mentioning, however,
that the free trade regime with Russia has been creating challenges for Armenia’s domestic grain processing industry. The country’s milling sector has been
14

Please note: Figures 9-15 present import volumes of wheat for respective countries from the
most important sources of this commodity.
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negatively affected by the increase in imports of cheap Russian wheat flour. This,
in general, resembles the situation in Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Georgia.
Figure 9:

Wheat import in Armenia
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Source: FAOSTAT, 2015g.

Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan do not carry out supportive subsidization policies and
permit the free flow of the import of Kazakh wheat, which comprises in both
cases about 95 per cent of their total wheat imports Figure 10 and Figure 11).
However, in comparison to the case of Kyrgyzstan, where there is no distinct
grain policy to observe, the government of Tajikistan has started introducing policies to restrict imports of wheat flour significantly and instead loosen restrictions
on imports of wheat (ASIA-PLUS, 2016). This policy is aimed at supporting the grain
processing industry that has been challenged by the cheap and high quality
wheat flour coming from Kazakhstan.
Figure 10:

Wheat import in Kyrgyzstan
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Figure 11:

Wheat import in Tajikistan
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The situation in Azerbaijan, Georgia, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan is different in
terms of their domestic agricultural policies as well as their relationships with
Russia.
Azerbaijan is a rare example among the CCA countries where the demand for
wheat has been increasing along with the increase in production and imports
of this commodity. The lowest production levels since the 2000s fell to the time
of the food crisis. The government appears to take the problem of self-sufficiency
seriously and has been undertaking different strategies to increase wheat production. Different programs have been tested as, for example, equipping farmers
with knowledge on modern farming practices and showing them the results
(FAO NEWS, 2015). The government has even been giving up some reserve lands
belonging to the state for grain production and agricultural utilization. Further,
several large farms have been established and access to finance has been made
easier (ORUJOVA, 2014). As a result, the production has increased from about one
million at the end of the 90s to almost two million tons of wheat today, but that
still doesn’t cover the total domestic wheat demand. On the other hand, the
government has been controlling bread prices such that it has been maintaining
the bread prices artificially low (ORUJOVA, 2015). Thus, the government has been
supporting producers and consumers combined. Interestingly, during the last
ten years, trends in imported volumes of wheat from Russia have been reducing
and from Kazakhstan increasing (Figure 12). The government, most likely, wants
to diversify the imports in order not to depend solely on the imports of the Russian wheat.
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Wheat import in Azerbaijan
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Since the beginning of the 2000s the production of wheat in Georgia has been
declining drastically. Russia has been the major wheat supplier until 2008 and has
been delivering until then on average up to 400 thousand tons of wheat yearly
(Figure 13). However, in the period after the conflict with Russia, their trade volumes decreased to the minimum (which coincided with the food crisis), wheat
export almost stopped, and Georgia had to seek alternative suppliers, including
the USA. Also Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and Lithuania provided support to Georgia
during the food crisis (wheat deliveries presumably from state reserves) (Table 3).
Since 2008 Georgia increased imports of wheat from Kazakhstan and Ukraine
and today these import volumes have practically replaced the previous volumes
of Russian wheat (Figure 13). Moreover, in 2010 Georgia announced its intension
to stop imports of Russian wheat completely and to replace it with European
and American wheat instead (AGRONEWS, 2010). It seems that Russian-Georgian
political tensions haven’t been exhausted yet completely, and one of the indications of this is that in December 2014, Russia introduced wheat export restrictions to Georgia among some other countries (GEORGIAONLINE, 2014).
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Figure 13:

Wheat import in Georgia
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Table 3:

Non-standard wheat exports to Georgia

31.08.2010

Georgia asks Ukraine to help to buy 120 thousand tons of wheat (UNIAN, 2010)

03.08.2007

The USA included Georgia into a special program GSM, which gives credits to companies on preferential terms to buy agricultural products from the American market
(IZVESTIA, 2007)

Turkmenistan represents a unique case among the Central Asian countries, as
it conducts an isolated policy not only from Russia but also from the rest of the
world. Among all other Central Asian countries only Uzbekistan can be compared to Turkmenistan in terms of its economic and agricultural policies, which are
strongly oriented towards self-sufficiency and import substitution (POMFRET, 2005).
In wheat production, Turkmenistan’s policy is aimed at achieving self-sufficiency
and there is as yet no evidence of the country’s strong dependency on imports
and challenges in having access to wheat. The grain sector is strongly controlled
and supported by the government. The government subsidizes producers and
provides access to credit on preferential terms (LERMAN et al., 2012). It seems that
Turkmenistan imported wheat only during the food crisis (Figure 14).
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Uzbekistan is another case of a strong import-substitution oriented country after
Turkmenistan. The overall volumes of domestically produced wheat in Uzbekistan are relatively sufficient to cover the total wheat demand. Despite this, there
is an increasing trend in the imports of wheat from Kazakhstan. Moreover, shares
of Russian and Ukrainian wheat in the total volumes of wheat import are insignificant (Figure 15).
Figure 15:
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1.4.2 Economic and military cooperation
Armenia, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan participate in all Russia-dominated regional
organizations (Table 4). These three countries aren’t as attractive as, for example,
Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan in terms of their endowment with
natural oil and gas resources. Therefore, their importance is explained in terms of
geopolitics, which is of twofold nature: movement of commodities over their
borders (especially from China) and security reasons. Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan
are located near Afghanistan – the main source of terrorism. Thus, they may as
well serve as a buffer zone.
Armenia is important in terms of its geographical allocation, which is between
Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey. Armenia, moreover, is the only country in the
Caucasus out of three that has the closest political relations with Russia. To some
degree, Armenia and Russia even serve towards mutual interests. Russia serves
for Armenia as a backup in war with Azerbaijan over Nagorno-Karabakh and
therefore provides security. The surprising turn-around from the Association
Agreement with the EU in autumn 2014 wasn’t surprising after all considering
the mutual dependency between Russia and Armenia in many spheres and especially in that of security.
The political tensions between the USA and Russia in the region had led to the
closure of the US air base "Gansi", based in Kyrgyzstan from December 2001 until
June 2014, established originally as a military station after September 11th in 2001
when the US-war against terrorism began. From Russia’s side, the military presence of the US military troops in the near abroad was comprehended as a direct
threat to its regional policy (BOHR, 2010). Bakiev’s (former president of the Kyrgyz
Republic) government permitted the continuation of the allocation of NATO
troops in 2010. The overthrow of Bakiev in 2010 coincided with the start of
commodity deliveries and other aids from Russia to Kyrgyzstan. Atambayev’s
(current president) government, which came the same year, announced the
closure of the military base at the end of the lease period in 2014 (KUCERA, 2013).
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Memberships in organizations
Joined

Left

Georgia

1993

2009

Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia,
Tajikistan

1992/1993

Azerbaijan, Georgia,

1992/1993

Uzbekistan

1992/2006

Organization

Member country

CIS
(Commonwealth
of Independent
States)

All post-Soviet countries except for the Baltic
states.
Turkmenistan and Ukraine are associate members.

CSTO
(Collective
Security Treaty
Organization)

EAEC
(Eurasian
Economic Community Eliminated in 2014)

Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan.
Armenia, Moldova, Ukraine were associated
members

2001

Uzbekistan

2006

CU
(Customs Union)

Belarus, Kazakhstan, Russia
Armenia, Kyrgyzstan

2010
2014/2015

EES
(Eurasian Economic Space)

Belarus, Kazakhstan, Russia
Armenia, Kyrgyzstan

2012
2015

EEU
(Eurasian Economic Union)

Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia.
Tajikistan is in the process of becoming a member

2015

1999
1999/2012

2008

Source: Websites of the respective organizations.

Out of all the other Central Asian republics, Tajikistan experienced civil war in
1992 and Kyrgyzstan "color revolutions" in 2005 and 2010. Russia’s support in
resolving such conflicts has increased. There are further examples that once again
confirm the mutual interdependency of both countries and Russia15. If the
15

Both countries have significant political tensions with Uzbekistan. The Uzbek government,
which is claimed as having aspirations to become the regional leader, frequently stops gas
supplies and closes borders, which interrupts trade flows across the countries. As a reaction
to this, the "upstream countries", Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, block water supplies to Uzbekistan and, consequently, to Kazakhstan. Gas and energy questions are the biggest apple of
discord among the Central Asian countries. Moreover, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan gave
over the right to Russia to rebuild and enlarge some of their energy stations (Kambarata-1
in Kyrgyzstan and Sangtuda-1 in Tajikistan). Kyrgyzstan even sold 100 % of the shares of
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cooperation of Russia with Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan is to develop like these
examples show, both countries may rely on aids from Russia during diverse crises.
Azerbaijan is an important geopolitical pivot first of all due to its role for the
economies of the major regional oil exporters. In the interstate relations of Russia
and Azerbaijan, the highest priority is given to their business relations in terms of
oil trade. Azerbaijan, along with Georgia and Uzbekistan, has been showing reluctance to participate in the CSTO, which the country quit in 1999 (Table 4).
Russian-Georgian relations have become tense ever since Georgia showed a
willingness to integrate into the EU and eventually become a member of NATO.
Two out of four Russian military bases located on Georgian soil were closed in
2001 after Georgia withdrew from the CSTO in 1999 and the other two in 2007,
which were then directly transferred from there to Armenia (Table 5). During the
Russian-Georgian war in 2008, where Abkhazia and North Ossetia served as
pivotal, the trade between them paused and Georgia abandoned its membership in the CIS. Moreover, Georgia, in contrast to Armenia, did sign the Association Agreement with the EU in 2014.
Turkmenistan does not represent a political contradiction to Russia in terms of
political orientation, since it is oriented neither westward nor eastward16.
Russian-Uzbek relations have worsened since Uzbekistan started negotiations
with the USA and NATO. The position of Uzbekistan is not to the advantage of
Russia, therefore Russia is keeping a careful eye on what happens in Uzbekistan
and the Uzbek government, in turn, is aware of that and therefore wants to
reinforce itself by cooperating with NATO and the USA. The Uzbek government
recognizes that in case of an uprising or civil war, with which the government
will not be able to cope with, the government may be overthrown but also that
a third party may interfere and end its territorial integrity. Therefore, the state
tightly controls all spheres of the economy, politics and social life. The country
also exited the CSTO and is currently de facto not participating in any of the regional economic organizations.

16

the "Kyrgyzgaz" for a symbolic $1 to the "Gazprom" (Governments’ various documents
and reports).
The main issues in their interstate relationships deal with the question of gas exports where
they compete in outside markets and where Turkmenistan depends on Russian pipelines through which it delivers gas to Europe, but I will not go into detail about the gas
situation between Russia and Turkmenistan, since it is not the focus of this work.
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Military bases in the CIS
Active military bases

Abkhazia

-The 7th Russian military base with allocations in different regions and headquarter in Suhum (active since 2007)

Armenia

-The 102nd military base in Gumri. Extended during 2006-2007 by transferring the
headquarters of the Russian forces from Georgia (1995-2044)

Belarus

-Radar station "Volga" in Gancevichi (2003-2020)
-The 43rd communication node of the Russian navy in Vileika

Kazakhstan

-The 5th test-cosmodrome "Baikonur"
-Independent regiment for air force transport of the Russian Armed Forces in Kostanai
-Independent radar node of the space forces in Priozersk
-State proving ground in Sary-Shagan
-The 20th station for Russian strategic missiles in Novaya-Kazanka

Kyrgyzstan

-Air force base in Kant.
-Testing facility for antisubmarine torpedoes in Karakol
-The 338th naval communications center in Marevo
-Seismic station in Ichke-Suu

Tajikistan

-The 201st Russian military base in Dushanbe, Kurgan-Tube, Kulyab (active since
2004)
-Optoelectronic complex "Okno" in Nurek (active since 2002). In 2004 it became
Russian property

South
Ossetia

-The 4th military base with headquarter in Chinval (since 2009)

Azerbaijan

-Radar "Daryal" in Gabala, which was one of the most expensive ones in the disposition of Russia (closed in 2012)

Georgia

-The 137th military base in Vaziani (closed in 2001)
-The 50th military base in Gudauta (closed in 2001)
-The 62nd military base in Ahalkalaki (closed in 2007)
-The 12th military base in Batumi (closed in 2007)

Uzbekistan

Since 2006 Russian troops could use the military base Karshi-Khanabad in Kashkadarya.
Since 2012 Russia can’t use the base, since Uzbekistan withdrew from CSTO

Ukraine

Most of the bases are located in Crimea. Locations of the Black Sea Fleet of the
Russian Armed Forces: Sevastopol and Feodosiya
Mainaerodroms are located in Gvardeiskoe and Kacha with one spare aerodrome
in Sevastopol
Communication nodes are in Kacha, Sudak and Yalta
-The 219th regiment of radio-electronic warfare
Except for these, there are 30 battle ships parked in Sevastopol, the central
communications center, the 1472nd naval hospital, the 1096th first anti-aircraft
missile regiment, the 810th separate regiment of marines, and the 17th arsenal.

Former military bases

Source: KUTNAEVA, 2010; LUKIN, 2007; MIHAILOV, 2005.
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1.5 CONCLUSIONS
The current geopolitical situation undoubtedly influences trade in Eurasia. Russia’s policy to use wheat as an economic good for political purposes is due to the
present shift in the power-constellation among the global powers in particular
and the change in the structure of international politics in general. The change
in the structure is due to the transition from a uni- to a multi-polar world with
China and some other countries becoming major global political players. The
food crisis coincided with such a development, therefore creating the necessity
to study the grain markets of the CIS and the on-going food crisis against the
background of global politics.
Russia, as a successor of the Soviet Union, has been attempting to reestablish its
position in world politics. This coincided, presumably, with the time NATO started
to extend its position on the continent by extending military bases across the
post-Soviet countries, which had been perceived by Russia as a direct threat of
its national borders. Preservation of national borders is the primary goal of states,
according to neorealism. Moreover, all means are used by states to secure their
national borders. This study went beyond neorealism, which leaves countries’
internal structures in the "black box", and has touched upon some special characteristics of the countries studied while still considering the main notions of neorealism. For Russia, securing borders means reducing the presence of NATO.
Reduction of the presence of NATO means increasing the role of Russia in resolving the international conflicts on the Eurasian continent. The latter increases the
country’s bargaining power with the West and strengthens the country’s position in the region. One of the methods to achieve this is to bring other postSoviet countries to cooperate in different organizations and especially the military, because some post-Soviet countries have been allowing the allocation of
NATO on their soil and have been abandoning Russian military bases. Of course,
one might argue that Russia, perhaps, just does not see the post-Soviet countries (except for the Baltic States) as being foreign, but as countries for which
Russia feels responsible for and is, therefore, willing to bear costs. Such costs are
associated with the building of institutions for cooperation as well as rendering
different types of aids (financial help, grain supplies etc.). This may be true but
only in relation to those post-Soviet countries that participate in organizations
where Russia has a dominating position. Those countries, that do not, are treated
differently. Induced hegemony, according to neorealism, is when stronger states
induce weaker states to cooperate in different organizations in order to increase their position in global politics. Countries, that do cooperate, apparently,
had no problems with access to resources like, for example, access to grains during the food crisis not to mention other help. On the contrary, countries that refused to cooperate had only limited access.
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After the 2008 war in Georgia, Russia and Georgia have limited bilateral trade
flows including grain trade. This situation struck Georgia, since it had to import
from the USA and Ukraine. This came to be more expensive at least in terms
of transportation costs. This is why some countries of the CCA, as, for instance,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, conduct an autarkic policy in order not to find
themselves some day in an import-dependent position of such vital staples as
grains. On the other hand, countries such as Armenia, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan
receive, especially during and around the on-going embargos, regular gifts of
wheat and wheat flour, humanitarian aid, and commodity for installments. Such
aid is, however, connected with their willingness to cooperate with Russia on key
political issues. Such development in Eurasia poses an even more urgent situation of wheat availability for those countries dependent on grain imports, but
wanting to conduct an independent foreign policy.
Even though weaker political players (these are as well the import-dependent
ones) are not in a position to change the political reality, they can, nevertheless,
decrease their import-dependency by improving their agricultural performance
through the implementation of effective policy measures and building persistent trade relationships with other countries.
Policy implications
The first essay demonstrates that international trade can be significantly affected
by the political state of affairs. Therefore, very often, trade restrictions can be
reasoned not only economically, but also, to a significant degree, politically.
The latest developments around the price surge for food commodities proved
that the net exporters of agricultural commodities could, in principle, easily ban
exports despite the fact that it might hurt other countries that depend on imports. The reason is that the geopolitical development compels states to use
strategic commodity grain for political purposes and distribute it in the form of
standard and non-standard exports. The existence of non-standard exports
among the CIS countries indicates imperfections in their economic relations.
Policy implications arising out of this event can be found at the international
and national levels and can differ depending on countries’ trading positions, i.e.
net exporters or net importers. For exporters as well as for importers it is crucial
not to restrict trade too extremely. Existing research on the impacts of export
trade restrictions shows that such measures don’t help and in many cases can
even exacerbate the situation in the domestic markets. Importers, on the other
hand, should undertake long-term policy measures that would allow them to
avoid such sudden price shocks and to ease the import-dependency from a single
supplier. Therefore, it is necessary for the net grain importers to diversify the
import sources and to build consistent trade relationships with alternative supliers because in case of a foreign policy crisis, there might be serious impediments
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in having an access to important food commodities. As discussed above, the
case of Georgia proves this statement. Such measures might be connected with
higher transportation and other administrational costs. Better infrastructure and
enhanced marketing systems, however, facilitate smooth movement of goods
from one market to another and accelerate trade flows among the countries.
At the research level, more country and commodity specific case studies are
encouraged and seem to be necessary in order to be able to give policy advice
to the net grain import-dependent countries as to how to improve their agricultural production performance by taking into consideration all the constraints
the countries face as well as their potentials for agricultural production the
countries have.

2 AGRIBUSINESS IN TRANSITION: INSIGHTS FROM STRUCTURAL
CHANGE IN GRAIN PROCESSING IN CENTRAL ASIA

Abstract
This essay analyzes the on-going structural change in the grain processing industry in Kyrgyzstan. According to the Ministry of Economics of the Kyrgyz Republic, the number of milling companies across the country has been declining
very rapidly over the last decade. This paper aims at identifying the drivers for
this structural change. The study is designed as a comparative study, as the case
of Kyrgyzstan will be compared to the case of another Central Asian country
Uzbekistan, where no such structural change is to observe. Against this background this essay reviews the drivers of structural change in agribusiness and
applies them in comparing the Kyrgyz and Uzbek cases. The results of manager
interviews indicate that the major drivers outside the firm influencing the new
trends within the milling industry in Kyrgyzstan have been governmental trade
and competition policies as well as quality aspects.
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The important aspects of the economic transition from a centrally planned economy to a market economy involve opening up to foreign trade, liberalization
of prices, and privatization of state enterprises (KORNAI, 1995). Since the break-up
of the Soviet Union, the Central Asian countries chose different reform strategies.
Measured by the Transition Index 2012 of the European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development, which aims at quantifying macroeconomic and structural reform efforts, the five Central Asian countries received marks of 1.8 (TKM), 2.3 (UZB),
2.9 (TJK), 3.1 (KAZ), 3.4 (KGZ) on a scale between 1 (planned economy) and 4
(market economy) (EBRD, 2012).
Kyrgyzstan was the first Central Asian country that entered the World Trade
Organization in 1998 and implemented the most liberal economic and agricultural reforms. Kazakhstan, since recently, has been called a "regulated capitalism"
among researchers and is distinguished by the tremendous increase in its wheat
flour exports from 171 thousand tons in 2001 to 1.8 million tons in 2008 (PRIKHODKO
& RYBCHYNSKY, 2009). As regards Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan, it is yet
difficult to say whether they are developing towards a market economy or not.
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This case study focuses on Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan as extreme cases in terms
of their openness to international trade and regulation of domestic market for
agricultural commodities.
Previous research studies on the outcomes of Central Asian reform strategies
have focused primarily on agricultural production (LERMAN, 2008), structural
change in the farming sector (LERMAN, 2009), and trade integration (KAMINSKI,
2012; RUTHENBERG, 2006). However, there is no sufficient information on how
economic reforms and trade policies have affected the processing industries.
Further, in the case of Kyrgyzstan, there seems to be insufficient monitoring of
the grain-processing sector. Various sources indicate different numbers of mills
throughout the years emphasizing their withdrawal from the market. Therefore,
it is hard to ascertain the exact number of existing mills. Nonetheless, for example,
according to the UN data assessment, there were 54 big- and medium-sized mills
across the country in 2012. According to an official report by the Ministry of Economics of the Kyrgyz Republic, the number of the milling companies across the
country has been declining very rapidly in the last several years (MINEKONOMKR,
2013). The grain expertise center of the Kyrgyz Republic indicated 21 big-sized
(80-250 tons per day), 9 medium-sized (30-80 tons per day), and around three
thousand small (mini) milling firms in 201317.
Kyrgyzstan, with a population of almost 6 million, needs on average 1.2-1.3 million tons of wheat annually to cover its total domestic wheat demand. During
the 90s, the country was self-sufficient in wheat production. However, since the
2000s the production of wheat has been declining and the import of wheat as
well as wheat flour has been rising (Figure 16).
Figure 16:

Wheat production, and wheat and flour import in Kyrgyzstan
as a share of consumption
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2008

Wheat Prod.
Wheat Import
Flour Import

Wheat Prod.
Wheat Import
Flour Import

Wheat Prod.
Wheat Import
Flour Import

8% 1%

11%

10%
26%

24%
64%

65%

91%

Source: KYRGYZSTAT, 2015.
17

Processing capacity of a grain milling firm is determined by how many tons of grain a day
the company can process.
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Uzbekistan, with a population of more than 30 million, needs on average about
7-8 million tons of wheat yearly to cover its total domestic wheat demand.
Uzbekistan wasn’t initially self-sufficient in wheat production following the end
of the Soviet Union and almost all wheat had to be imported. After the independence, however, the Uzbek government set the achievement of self-sufficiency
in wheat production as a strategic economic policy. According to the secondary
statistical data, it seems that the aim was finally achieved and, today, Uzbekistan
covers its wheat demand to about 80 per cent. Despite this achievement, there
are rising imports of wheat and even more of wheat flour since the early 2000s
(Figure 17). In addition to official records of imported wheat flour, there are supposed to be significant levels of smuggling of these commodities form the
neighboring Kazakhstan, according to various local reports and newspapers.
Figure 17:

Wheat production, and wheat and flour import in Uzbekistan
as a share of consumption
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Flour Import
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Flour Import
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Wheat Import

11%

2011
Wheat Prod.
Flour Import

Wheat Import

6% 14%
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80%

Source: UZSTAT, 2015.

Uzbekistan’s grain processing industry represents to a significant degree a monopolized joint-stock company, the controlling stakes of which belong to the
government. "Uzdonmahsulot" procures, processes, stores, and allocates for
governmental needs. Only member-companies of "Uzdonmahsulot" are allowed
to purchase grain seeds from local farmers and store them as a state reserve.
Since 2003 the grain processing and feed production industries are allowed
to use only domestically produced grains. The distribution of shares within
"Uzdonmahsulot" corresponds to the "Concept of the state property management of the Republic of Uzbekistan", which states that the preservation of
companies’ shares remains in the property of the government, since they have a
strategic meaning for country’s economy. According to the information provided on the website of the company, there are currently 48 big milling companies operating across the country and 17 companies that focus on production
of flour products. The total number of the plants, however, is supposed to be
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significantly higher, since each of them has its own branches across the country.
"Uzdonmahsulot" has also 12 groat-manufactories and 41 feed plants. The share
of the flour production within the joint-stock company corresponds to 70 per
cent of their total output. The feed and bread production shares are 11 and 15
per cent, respectively (Figure 18).
Figure 18:

Uzdonmahsulot: Plants and production

Number of plants belonging to
Uzdonmahsulot
Mills
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Feed plants
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production as a share of total
production
Flour production
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Feed production
Bread production
Diverse

Groatmanufactories
Flour products
companies

11%

70%

Source: UZDONMAHSULOT, 2015.

The motivation to study this particular problem is explained by the following:
the grain processing industry is an important element of the supply chain. Accelerated structural change, however, might, in extreme cases, lead to industry
dissolution. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate this problem in order for
relevant stakeholders and governments to know what exactly has been driving
such structural changes. These actors, in turn, might be able to consult such
analysis for the purpose of necessary policy implementations.
To study this phenomenon, a conceptual framework comprising the main drivers
of the structural change will be developed. The drivers have been identified
from the previous research. The theoretical framework includes internal influencing factors, such as firms’ strategies, behavior, and technology, as well as external influencing factors, such as market environment, new trends in demand,
product quality issues, industry and firm competition, and governments’ trade
policies. Also, the comparative analysis of the two case studies relies on such
primary data as manager interviews of milling companies.
The organization of the paper is as follows: after the literature overview of recent
studies, a conceptual framework encompassing the drivers of the structural
change and the mechanisms of their influence on business units in a grain processing industry will be introduced with a number of working hypotheses following
thereafter. Further, the hypotheses will be confronted with the data obtainned
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from the survey. In the last part of the paper, conclusions will be drawn and policy
implications will be discussed.
2.2 STRUCTURAL CHANGE IN GRAIN PROCESSING IN MARKET ECONOMIES
Most recent research on structural changes in the grain processing industry concerns the United States of America. According to the researchers, the structural
changes in the US milling industry occurred due to such drivers as technological
change, economies of scale, shift in demand, increasing disposable income,
and countries’ engagement in free trade organizations (C. S. KIM et al., 2001;
C. S. KIM et al., 1991; OLLINGER et al., 2005; WILSON, 1995). These factors strongly
support the direction of this study.
The dynamic evolution of the US grain processing industry took place during
1970-1990. The structural change had continued until the 2000s, although more
sluggish than in the previous period. In particular, the number of grain-processing firms had reduced while at the same time their processing capacity had increased. During the entire period, the number of small mills with a daily capacity of under 1000 hundredweight (cwt) declined from 125 to 34, while that of
large mills with a daily capacity of over 10 000 cwt increased from 24 to 61
(C. S. KIM et al., 2001). Economists connect these developments in the grainmilling sector with a large number of reasons. The main drivers of the structural
change, however, have been factors outside the firm, which have as well given
an impulse for milling companies to change their internal strategies, such as
mergers among smaller business units as a response to growing competition
within the industry and improving their technological endowment in order to
create economies of scale, but also to be able to respond to the growing demand
for high quality flour and flour products in increasing volumes.
WILSON (1995) claims that the change in the structure of the grain milling industry
in America resulted in adjustments to new strategies after the USA and Canada
(both net grain exporters) had entered into the liberalization of their trade
relations. He emphasizes that the USA’s and Canada’s engagement in the Canada/US Free Trade Agreement (CUSTA, 1988) and the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA, 1994) had in the first place changed the firms’ strategies in
terms of adjusting to the new environment such as the growing competition
within the industry. It is stated, further, that at that time even the USA, which is a
net wheat exporter itself, increased imports of wheat from Canada. The reason
was simply that the quality of the Canadian wheat is superior to that of the
American (URI & BEACH, 1997). Furthermore, the increasing per capita consumption trends in American and Canadian diets have impacted the change in the
demand for wheat flour and wheat flour products. Such new trends in the diet
were generally linked to social and economic changes during that time. It was
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especially caused by the growing disposable income and by the vast change of
consumers’ preference from buying-flour-and-baking-home towards buying
finished flour products. Such trend, in turn, has driven the grain processing companies, first, to increase their production volumes at lower costs, and, second, to
improve their technological endowment in order to accomplish the first and to
diversify their product lines (for example, not only to process grain but also to
produce various flour products). In addition to this, consumers’ preferences have
changed towards high quality flour and flour products that depended mainly on
the origin of the grain and to some degree on the quality of the technological
processing. Also some large chains of fast food restaurants have increased their
demand for processed high quality flour and flour products. Furthermore, as a
consequence of the free trade agreements among the above-mentioned countries, the circulation of exports and imports among the member-countries has
accelerated. As a result, the use of the capacity in mills increased to higher rates
and the competition grew significantly not only among mills in the membercountries, but also within the industry as a whole. This made the industry concentrated where predominantly large-sized mills could survive. Moreover, it became difficult for new entrants to enter the business. Eventually, this brought an
oligopolistic market structure in America. Further, the results of empirical studies
demonstrate that US milling companies have reduced in number, but have
grown in capacity. Also, the number of plants belonging to milling firms has
grown significantly. Further, the results also indicate that geographic boundaries
among firms have become vague, although some firms could gain dominance in
particular regions. In particular, mills have moved their locations closer to customer centers, and not to production areas as was initially the case, since transportation costs for transporting flour have become higher than transporting wheat
due to the requirement of certain technical equipment (WILSON, 1995).
KIM et al. (1991) also investigated the drivers of the structural change in the grain
processing industry. In particular, they investigated the causes of the structural
change in terms of the number and the size of the companies in the US grainmilling industry. They included in their assessments change in technology and
increase in consumption due to the change in demand and income. Their results
indicate that a rising disposable income and declining wheat prices have been
the primary reasons for changes in the size distribution of larger grain milling
companies, while automation in production and higher disposable income
have been important factors for smaller business units (C. S. KIM et al., 1991).
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2.3 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
2.3.1 Drivers of structural change within the firm
In this section the theories and mechanisms of drivers of structural changes in
grain processing industry will be introduced on the basis of the previous research, whereby drivers within and outside the firm will be distinguished. It is
important to consider them separately in order, firstly, to show the mechanisms
of how each of these factors influences the work of processing business enterprises. Secondly, such differentiation contributes to the understanding of which
factors firms can and which they cannot change. While doing this, nonetheless,
no causal relationship between the drivers within and outside the firm will be
established.
Firms’ internal strategies, as changes in technology, production strategies, strategies in terms of which inputs to use, as well as plant location fall under the category of the drivers of the structural change within the firm. Market structure,
change in demand, product characteristics, as well as governments’ trade and
competition policies fall under the drivers outside the firm. The theoretical framework is based mainly on classical economic theories from the sphere of firms’
behavior, economics of industrial organization, and economics of international
trade.
In a market economy there is a good deal of conditions that determine whether
firms stay in business or quit. Microeconomic theories state that condition marginal cost equals marginal revenue or total average cost equals market price
conditions firms’ work if they are profit maximizers. Total average costs include
fixed as well as variable costs such as renting a plant, buying technology, inputs
for production, salaries for employees, interest rates (if firms are at the disposition of credits), and other administrative expenses.
Technology allows average costs to decline along with increasing output, which,
in turn, allows marginal costs to be less than average costs. The "transfer mechanism" introduced by Downie suggests that firms with lower average costs have
higher profits and can, therefore, spend more on new equipment, which, in turn,
lowers firms’ costs, raises firms’ capacity and, eventually, drives the market price
down. Downie’s "innovation mechanism" implies that high costs induce firms to
seek techniques, which allow average costs to reduce. This leads to the outweighing of the transfer mechanism over the innovation mechanism. In such
cases, the average costs of firms, with initially lower costs, decline faster over
time than those of firms with higher costs. As a result, the weighted average cost
of the industry declines and so the industry price (per price equation). Decline
in price leads to leaving the industry by less efficient units and, accordingly, to
diminishing of the number of firms staying in the business. This, in turn, increases
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the market shares of firms that stay in the industry (DOWNIE, 1958). Further, technological change, which results in larger optimal sizes, increases the optimal
regional circle, which may bring about to the emergence of new competitive
situations. Nowadays, technologically advanced grain milling companies not
only process wheat into flour, but also produce flour commodities and retail
them on spot or transport to customers. In other words, modern processing units
with advanced technological equipment can get integrated backwards and forwards and can execute several functions such as processing, production of flour
commodities, baking, and retailing.
In a heterogeneous goods market the rate of substitution between domestic or
imported wheat in producing wheat flour depends on their market prices and
the elasticity of demand for certain types of wheat flour (VARIAN, 2009). The rate
of substitution between different origins of wheat flour in the production of
flour products depends on the prices of imported wheat flour, domestically produced wheat flour from imported wheat, and wheat flour produced from domestically grown wheat. If imported and domestic wheat and wheat flour are
sold under the same price conditions (i.e. to the market price) domestic business
units will work according to the condition average costs smaller or equal to the
market price, whatever inputs or input combinations are used (BOEHLJE, 1999).
Moreover, milling firms, which produce heterogeneous goods (i.e. not only
process grain but also produce flour products) face higher competition within
the heterogeneous goods market (N. R. WRIGHT, 1978).
2.3.2 Drivers of structural change outside the firm
Market conduct of competitors is a driver outside the firm and with it is a given
constraint for firms operating in the market. Higher competition within the domestic flour milling industry might as well drive firms to undergo structural
changes but not as quickly as when firms in addition to the already given competition with domestic firms have to compete with foreign ones (ESPOSITO & ESPOSITO,
1971; WHITE, 1974).
A monopolist can have policies other than just profit maximization. In any case,
a monopolist as well as a monopsonist has the power to set the price (BAIN, 1949).
What if the monopolist in the output market is the monopsonist in the factor
market? Then, most likely, it gets the possible maximum profit from the transaction and will have the power of distribution (LERNER, 1934). Consumers and
producers would have to bear losses under such circumstances though. Producers, mainly because they would have to accept the price set by the monopsonist; consumers, because they also would have to accept the fixed price set
by the monopolist and bear the violation of their price and quality preferences
for those goods. This question comes to be of the highest importance if those
commodities represent the most important foodstuff in the country.
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Governments can set policies that vary from food security and food standards to
setting of marketing mechanisms and protection of the domestic production
sector and the domestic processing industry. Governments are also in the position to impose tariff and non-tariff measures in order to protect the domestic
industry. These differ across countries and across commodities or groups of commodities. It is possible in such situations, however, that the share of informal
trade and markets might increase. This is if control mechanisms are weak or missing. If this occurs, additional competition occurs.
The competition policy of the government in a non-competitive environment
(KORNAI, 1998) might be to protect and support the industry by creating regulations that would trip up new entrants in case they create competition to the domestic industry. Such regulations might include restriction of wheat import, flour,
and flour products to eliminate the import competition. Further, the government can prohibit or ban producers from selling their output to private business
processing units. Another regulation of the kind could be the setting of production quotas for producers and allowing them to sell the crop to alternative buyers
only and only after they have filled out a quota set by the government. However,
this type of restrictive trade policy might lead to the increase of smuggling and
the emergence of some informal market segments.
Governments can as well conduct an open trade and put no restrictions on
imports at all (HITIRIS, 1978). This case might bring about the acceleration of the
structural change to higher degrees squeezing inefficient business units out of
the market. Unrestricted import of wheat might still not be as challenging for
domestic mills as unrestricted import of wheat flour. The latter does not pass
through mills. If imported flows of wheat and wheat flour are significant (and
there are no distortions in exchange rates), the world price becomes leading
in the domestic market, especially if the exporting country has a significant share
of exports in the world market (KRUGMAN & OBSTFELD, 2008). Empirical studies
found that influences of tariffs and concentration on prices and costs are interdependent. This means that prices and costs tend to be high when both tariffs
and concentration are high. However, there was no evidence for the contrary.
Namely, when tariffs, concentration, or both are low. Furthermore, concentration has an independent upward influence on profit per unit, but tariffs have no
influence on profit per unit (BLOCH, 1974). If quantity tariffs are imposed, the degree of their effect on the actors of wheat and flour supply chains depends on
the ultimate market price including them and the elasticity of demand.
Commodity quality issues
If countries’ natural conditions do not allow them to produce certain types of
wheat, they normally import them. It is preferable though to import wheat in
order to process it domestically rather than to import already processed wheat
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flour and flour products (REYNOLD, 1993). The economic rationale behind this is
that the direct access of the imported wheat flour to end consumers circumvents the grain-processing sector. Obviously, this causes distortions in the supply
chain and domestic actors of that supply chain are in the end worse off. The
opportunity costs of losing or having distortions in the domestic supply chain
are, for instance, the bygone employment opportunities for the population and
the certain share of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). However, such free trade
policy is of significant advantage for grain processing companies, which use imported wheat in the production of wheat flour and flour products, especially if its
market price is lower than that of the domestically produced wheat. Additionally, if the qualitative characteristics of the domestic wheat and wheat flour are
inferior to that of the imported wheat, they might as well prefer imported grains.
The economic value of commodity quality is becoming increasingly important
for intermediate actors (such as milling companies) as well as end consumers.
Nowadays, in international markets, not only the price but also the quality plays
an important role to about the same degree when purchasing or importing
wheat and wheat flour (URI et al., 1994; WILSON & GALLAGHER, 1990). The quality of
either wheat or wheat flour is an important indicator of its suitability in the production of different types of flour and flour products, respectively. Mills have to
cope with the changing demand towards higher quality wheat flour and flour
products, not only if the price differences of end products made from either
domestically produced or imported wheat are not significant in the national
market, but also if consumers’ marginal rate of substitution depends on maximizing their utility from the quality of the product rather than its price.
The quality of wheat is characterized by its protein content. The content but also
the quality of the protein is decisive for dough’s ability to leaven and, therefore,
extremely important in producing final flour products. For example, white bread
is produced from high quality wheat flour. The lower the protein quality, the
more difficult it is for the dough to leaven. This causes, in general, the final baked
pone to be harder and its color darker. The protein’s quality, in other words its
gliadin and glutenin ratio, heavily depends on the soil as well as growing and
climatic conditions. In order for the protein’s quality to be good, the gliadin and
the glutenin need to be of a particular ratio (LOOKHART et al., 2004). Researchers
found that high temperatures (e.g. over +35°C) over a long period of time can
impact the gliadin to glutenin ratio, and, consequently, impact the total protein
quality (BLUMENTHAL et al., 1993). This is one of the reasons why modern wheat
producers use fertilizers. The fertilizers cannot, however, totally improve the
quality (ENTZ & FOWLER, 1989; FOWLER, 2003; KIENZLER & IBRAGIMOV et al., 2011; KIENZLER
& RUDENKO et al., 2011).
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Hypotheses:
1. Based on the information provided in the introduction and considering the
established market structure in Kyrgyzstan, milling firms are able to improve their
technological endowment, which, in turn, allows them to improve their businessperformance. Because of the restrictive trade policy of the Uzbek government, no
technological advance within the industry is possible. Therefore, the consolidation among the firms might be slower. Moreover, such a policy might induce
higher levels of smuggled goods.
2. Because of the country’s liberal trade policy, and therefore higher competition,
the structural change in the grain-processing industry of Kyrgyzstan is progressing faster while the restricted trade policy and the policy of competition elimination in Uzbekistan, on the contrary, slow down the industry consolidation.
3. Because Uzbekistan as well as Kyrgyzstan does not have a comparative advantage in producing wheat of higher quality due to specific environmental conditions, both countries depend on imports of such wheat. Excessive imports of
wheat may affect wheat producers but not necessarily grain milling companies.
In contrast, import of flour and flour products can.
2.4 DATA DESCRIPTION
The analysis is based on the survey data of grain processing firms in Kyrgyzstan
and Uzbekistan collected by myself in 2015. The analysis of this essay required
data on firms’ business performance in order to assess the drivers of the structural change within the firm. Such data, unfortunately, was available neither from
public sources nor from previous surveys on a similar subject. Therefore, it was
necessary to conduct own survey. Data on import tariffs and other relevant
issues related to the drivers of the structural change outside the firm have been
collected from various sources such as governments’ official laws and import
tariff regulations.
In total, 52 milling firms of different sizes have been interviewed in 2015: 30 in
Kyrgyzstan and 22 in Uzbekistan. The data for Kyrgyzstan has been collected
from mills in and around the capital Bishkek and in Osh (the second biggest city
after the capital). Mills in Uzbekistan have been interviewed in and around the
capital Tashkent and in Samarkand (the second biggest city after the capital).
Capitals and big cities have been chosen because the most progressive developments take place in bigger cities.
The questionnaire is designed similar to the one constructed and used by the
World Bank when surveying business enterprises in developing countries
(WORLD BANK, 2015). The questions aimed at identifying such parameters as
firms’ performance in terms of capacity and staff development at the time of the
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survey and three years ago in order to observe trend, technology and innovation,
finance, inputs, quality, and policy issues (Table 1 in Appendices).
Out of 30 milling firms interviewed in Kyrgyzstan four are of large size, five are of
middle size, and the rest are small mills. The size of the mills is determined
through their processing capacity outlined in the introduction. All milling companies in Kyrgyzstan have been operating since the 90s and only one, which is
also the only one that stores grain stocks from the State Fund of Food Reserves,
has been operating since the 60s. All of them process grain and sell flour and
three of them even produce flour commodities for human consumption (involving the use of additional technology) such as bread, pastry, and noodles. The
latter three mills are located in and around the capital Bishkek. The ownership
structure of the milling firms is very diverse: twelve are limited liability companies, eight are individual entrepreneurships, six are joint-stock companies, and
four are joint-venture companies where more than 50 per cent of the shares are
foreign shares.
In Uzbekistan twelve large-sized, five middle-sized and five small-sized mills have
been surveyed. Most of the mills have been operating since the Soviet Union.
These mills are also large in terms of their processing capacity, and joint-stock
companies in terms of their ownership structure, where, presumably, the state
owns the largest shares. Such structure is most likely due to the fact that most of
the large mills, which had been established during the Soviet Union, haven’t
been given up for privatization like in Kyrgyzstan. On the contrary, all milling
companies that have been operating since the break-up of the Soviet Union are
small in terms of their processing capacity and private in terms of their ownership structure. All mills process grain and sell flour, but none of them produce
flour products.
2.5 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND SURVEY RESULTS
Drivers of the structural change within the firm
The business performance of mills in Kyrgyzstan
In the subsection "firm’s strategy" a broad range of questions have been asked
regarding firms’ capacity utilization, the change in the number of employees over
the last three years, storage capacity, financial situation, technological endowment, and inputs used in production. The results reveal differences not only between the two countries, but also within the countries. In what follows, detailed
results of the survey will be presented first for Kyrgyzstan and then for Uzbekistan.
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In Kyrgyzstan, when assessing the development in terms of the processing capacity and the staff, in general, big- and middle-sized mills in both regions18
have indicated rather positive development and small-sized mills have assessed
their development with regard to these two parameters as rather negative. There
is a noticeable difference though between the assessments of the mills in the
north and in the south. Namely, middle- and small-sized firms in the north have
indicated less successful business performance than have the mills of the same
sizes in the south. With regard to the number of permanent full-time individuals19
working at the end of 2012, more people worked in small mills in the south
than in small firms in the north. More people were employed, however, in big
mills in the north than in the mills of the same size in the south. Middle-sized
mills have indicated about the same amount of employees in both regions.
The response rate on the output produced, as a proportion of the maximum
output possible if using all the resources available, varies among mills. Nonetheless, on average, the outputs of mills of all sizes in both regions in 2014 were between 25-50 per cent only (Figure 19).
Figure 19:

Output produced by mills in Kyrgyzstan
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Source: Own survey.

Accordingly, the production of wheat flour by big-sized mills in the south didn’t
quite change during 2012-2014 and that of middle-sized mills increased. In the
north, however, big-sized mills increased the production of wheat flour, while
middle-sized milling companies decreased the output during 2012-2014.

18
19

Whereby Bishkek represents the North and Osh the South.
Permanent full-time employees (including all managers and employees) are defined as all
paid employees that are contracted for a term of one or more fiscal years and have a guaranteed renewal of their employment contract.
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Small-sized milling firms in both regions, on average, decreased their output
during the same period (Figure 20 and Figure 21).
Figure 20:

Processed wheat by big- and middle-sized mills in Kyrgyzstan
during 2012-2014
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Source: Own survey.

Figure 21:

Processed wheat by small-sized mills in Kyrgyzstan during
2012-2014
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In terms of technological innovation, inquiries have been made on the number,
age, and the country of origin of the equipment. Almost all mills had at least one
piece of milling-equipment at their disposal at the time of the survey, but only
big- and middle-sized mills had other equipment at their disposal such as grain
and flour elevators as well as packing machines and lorries for transportation.
Further, most of the establishments were in possession of Chinese and Turkish
technology except for a couple of small mills in the south, which had still been
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using Soviet technology. Furthermore, only big-sized mills in the north were able
to acquire new technology within the last three years, but around 20 per cent of
all mills were able to introduce new production lines within the same period.
The inquiries with regard to storage capacity reveal that big- and middle-sized
mills in Kyrgyzstan can store, on average, up to ten thousand tons of grain,
whereas small-sized mills have almost no storage capacity at all. Moreover, not
many mills have storage capacity for wheat flour. This is most likely due to the
fact that the flour doesn’t last long and should ideally be marketed right after
the processing. Grain, on the contrary, can be stored for a relatively longer time.
At the time of the survey, almost a half of all surveyed firms had lines of credits or
loans from financial institutions. Over the fiscal year 2014, the estimated proportion of the establishments’ total purchase of fixed assets was mostly financed
from internal funds or retained earnings. This was especially true for the processing business units located in the north, since many processing firms in the
south didn’t quite finance their fixed assets from any of the sources given in the
questionnaire. Big-sized enterprises in both regions in 2014 financed up to
almost half of their fixed assets from loans borrowed from banks (Figure 22).
Figure 22:

Finance of fixed assets of mills in Kyrgyzstan
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Source: Own survey.

Approximately half of the estimated proportion of the establishments’ working
capital was financed by smaller firms in the north from their own internal funds
or retained earnings and the other half from loans borrowed from banks. Mills in
the south didn’t quite give an answer to this question. Furthermore, about onethird of all milling firms applied for loans or credits in 2014. The majority of the
mills that did apply for loans or credits were small-sized mills in the north. Milling
companies that did not apply for loans or credits were asked to point out the
reasons for not having done so. The reasons indicated are very diverse, although
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the most frequently mentioned ones are: "sufficient capital", "interest rates
weren’t favorable", "didn’t think this would be approved", and "have already credits" (Figure 23).
Figure 23:

Finance of working capital of mills in Kyrgyzstan
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Source: Own survey.

In the subsection about the inputs used in production, the aim was to find out in
which proportion milling companies used wheat and wheat flour of domestic
and foreign origins in the production of flour and flour products in 2012 and 2014,
respectively. Since most of the mills concentrate mainly on the production of
flour, there was no indication of using foreign wheat flour as input in the production. 100 per cent of total wheat used in the production of wheat flour by big
mills in the south during 2012-2014 was wheat of foreign origin. Middle-sized
firms in the same region used both wheat of domestic and wheat of foreign origins in about the same proportion. In contrast to these, all small mills in the south
used wheat of domestic origin. In the north, big-sized milling companies used
predominantly wheat of foreign origin. Middle-sized mills used wheat of domestic
origin. The majority of small mills, however, used only domestic wheat. Furthermore, there was no significant difference between the two periods in terms of
the change in the proportion of the use of wheat of domestic and foreign origins
(Figure 24 and Figure 25).
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Source: Own survey.

Figure 25:

Purchased proportion of domestic and foreign wheat in
Kyrgyzstan in 2012
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During the observed three years, the milling enterprises in Kyrgyzstan used mostly
winter soft of domestic and foreign origins as well as spring soft of domestic origin
in the production of wheat flour. Interestingly, big-sized firms in both regions
used mostly winter soft of foreign origin, while smaller firms, especially those in
the north, used winter soft of domestic origin in the production of wheat flour
(Figure 26 and Figure 27).
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Figure 26:

Sorts of wheat used in production of wheat flour by mills in
Kyrgyzstan in 2014
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Source: Own survey.

Figure 27:

Sorts of wheat used in production of wheat flour by mills in
Kyrgyzstan in 2012
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The inquiries on the grades of wheat flour produced by the establishments reveal that mills in Kyrgyzstan produce mostly wheat flour of the first and the
second grades. During 2012-2014 only one big processing company in the north
produced wheat flour of the highest grade. One big processing company in the
south in 2014 was also able to produce wheat flour of the best quality. These
firms mostly use wheat of foreign origin in their production of wheat flour. On
average, 60 per cent of the total flour production is wheat flour of the first grade,
20 per cent is wheat flour of the second grade, and the rest is wheat bran or other
commodities. Nonetheless, the proportion of wheat flour of the second grade
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in big mills in both regions doesn’t exceed 10 per cent of their total wheat flour
production, while, for example, that of middle- and small-sized firms is about
30 per cent. Small mills in the north produce more wheat flour of the second
grade than the mills of the same size in the south do. None of the milling companies produce wheat flour of third and fourth grades (Figure 28 and Figure 29).
Figure 28:

Wheat flour grades produced by mills in Kyrgyzstan in 2014
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Source: Own survey.

Figure 29:

Wheat flour grades produced by mills in Kyrgyzstan in 2012
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Big-sized processing units in the north also produce other products. None of the
mills use additional flour to assemble their products. In terms of the proportion
of production of different commodities, there was no significant difference between 2012 and 2014, except for big processing companies in the north, which
have reduced wheat flour production and instead have increased production of
other wheat flour commodities. Nevertheless, the proportion of their wheat
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flour production represents more than a half of their total production (Figure 30
and Figure 31).
Figure 30:

Proportion of commodities produced by mills in Kyrgyzstan
in 2014
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Source: Own survey.

Figure 31:

Proportion of commodities produced by mills in Kyrgyzstan
in 2012
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The business performance of mills in Uzbekistan
The results of the survey with regard to firms’ business performance reveal that
the overwhelming majority of all interviewed mills in Uzbekistan have assessed
their development in terms of processing capacity and the development of staff
as "almost constant" (Figure 32).
Figure 32:

Number of individuals worked in mills in Uzbekistan during
2012-2014
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In the fiscal year 2014, establishments’ output produced as a proportion of the
maximum output possible, providing all available resources are used, seems impressive, as all companies have indicated to more than 100 per cent. Big mills in
Uzbekistan can on average process 150-350 tons of wheat per day. Middle-sized
mills’ capacity lies at 50 tons and small mills are able to process on average up to
10 tons of grain per day (Figure 33).
Figure 33:

Processing capacity of mills in Uzbekistan during 2012-2014
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In comparison with the processing firms in Kyrgyzstan, the technological endowment of the milling firms in Uzbekistan is quite obsolete. Firstly, the majority of
the firms have indicated having used their technological equipment for more
than 25 years. In other words, they are still using Soviet technology. Secondly,
within the last three years none of the firms introduced new equipment nor started new product lines. Regarding the storage capacity, big-sized mills can store
on average up to 60 thousand tons of grain, whereas most of the middle- and
small-sized mills have almost no storage capacity at all (Figure 34).
Figure 34:

Storage capacity of mills in Uzbekistan
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With regard to the financial situation, the majority of the processing establishments had credits at the time of the survey. The response rate on the estimated
proportion of establishments’ total purchase of fixed assets and working capital
over the fiscal year 2014 is noticeably diverse within the different size distributions. Namely, most of the big- and middle-sized milling companies have financed about 80 per cent of their fixed assets from their internal funds or retained
earnings, and about 10 per cent from credits from banks, purchases on credits
from suppliers, and advances from customers (Figure 35). The latter option, for
instance, never came up among mills in the neighboring Kyrgyzstan.
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Figure 35:
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With regard to the funding of the working capital the results for big- and middlesized mills are the same, although the share of the funding of the working capital with purchases on credits from suppliers and advances from customers is
higher than it is in the case with the funding of the fixed assets. Many small mills
(that are also private firms) didn’t quite give an answer to these questions, but
those which did, interestingly, have financed about 30 per cent of their fixed assets as well as their working capital from only internal funds or retained earnings
and about 60 per cent from borrowings from banks, and the rest from other
money-lenders such as friends, relatives, bonds etc. Furthermore, two-thirds of
all mills did apply for loans and credits in 2014. The main problems for mills that
did not apply were basically the disposition of sufficient capital and high collateral requirements (Figure 36).
Figure 36:
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During 2012-2014, most of the processing firms used predominantly wheat of
domestic origin. Only private and small milling firms used, to a certain degree,
wheat of foreign origin (Figure 37 and Figure 38).
Figure 37:

Purchased proportion of wheat by mills in Uzbekistan in 2014
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Source: Own survey.

Figure 38:

Purchased proportion of wheat by mills in Uzbekistan in 2012
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Furthermore, they used exclusively winter hard and winter soft of domestic
origin. Only private mills used winter soft of foreign origin and there are more
mills in 2014 than in 2012 that used wheat of foreign origin (Figure 39 and Figure 40).
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Figure 39:
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Figure 40:

Sorts of wheat used in production by mills in Uzbekistan in
2014
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All processing firms in Uzbekistan produce exclusively wheat flour of the first
grade, although some firms have claimed to also produce wheat flour of the
highest grade representing about 10 per cent of total wheat flour production
(Figure 41 and Figure 42).
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Figure 41:

Wheat flour grades produced by mills in Uzbekistan in 2014
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Source: Own survey.

Figure 42:

Wheat flour grades produced by mills in Uzbekistan in 2012
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The proportion of commodities produced in mills in Uzbekistan is split at about
80 per cent wheat flour and 20 per cent wheat bran. None of the firms indicated
the production of flour products like some mills in Kyrgyzstan. Most likely, among
the joint-stock firms, this is due to the fact that the flour production and the production of flour commodities run separately, and among the private processing
companies, this is due to the absence of appropriate technology (Figure 43 and
Figure 44).
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Figure 43:
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Proportion of commodities produced by mills in Uzbekistan
in 2014
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Figure 44:

Proportion of commodities produced by mills in Uzbekistan
in 2012
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Drivers of the structural change outside the firm
Governmental trade policy in Kyrgyzstan
The government of Kyrgyzstan doesn’t normally restrict imports of wheat or
wheat flour. However, the government sometimes imposes tariffs for the imports of wheat flour in order to protect the domestic grain processing industry.
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In practice, however, they don’t last long and are relatively insignificant with
regard to the average price of wheat flour20 (Table 6).
Table 6:

Quantitative import tariffs in Kyrgyzstan

Period
01.06.2009-01.11.2009

Commodity
For wheat flour

Tariff
3 Som

01.04.2012-01.10.2012
01.04.2012-01.08.2012

For wheat flour for 6 months initially-abolished after 4 months already

3 Som
3 Som

01.08.2013-01.12.2013
01.12.2013-01.03.2014

For wheat flour for 4 months initially-prolonged for further 3 months

3 Som
3 Som

Source: Government’s tariff regulations (EurAsEC codes 1101 00 110 0 and 1101 00 150 0).

In the subsection "government’s trade policy", inquiries were made regarding
the waiting time for obtaining an import license for wheat. On average, mills
answered 10 days. To the same question, but with regard to wheat flour and
technical equipment, mills didn’t know the answer. It is understandable considering none of the surveyed mills uses imported wheat flour in the production of
flour commodities.
In order to know the opinion of mills and their attitude with regard to the trade
and import policies of their government, they were asked to describe the national wheat and wheat flour import policies on a scale between 0 (no obstacle) and
4 (very severe obstacle). The findings are very interesting. Almost all milling companies in the south described the government’s import policies as being no
obstacle for their business, whereas the majority of the milling companies in the
north described them as a major obstacle. Further, mills were asked to rate the
situation for an average business unit in their business with regard to different
aspects of running a business in the country on a scale between 1 (very easy) and
4 (impossible). Two-thirds of mills evaluated the beginning of the milling operation as "difficult". These were mostly small mills in the north. Among the rest, most
of the business units in the south assessed this particular issue as "quite easy".
Extending a part of operation significantly (e.g. acquiring new facilities) was for
one half "difficult" and for the other half "very difficult". Dismissal of staff and the
extension of business were for the overwhelming majority "difficult". To the
question "what percentage of total annual sales, or estimated total annual value,
do establishments like this one pay in informal payments or gifts to public officials for this purpose", the majority of the mills that operate in the south answered "zero". The mills in the north, in contrast, assessed such payments as up
to 5 per cent of the total annual sales.
20

For instance in 2014, the consumer price of wheat flour of the first grade was 32 Soms and
that of the highest grade 40 Soms per 1 kilogram (Statistical Committee of the Kyrgyz Republic).
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Governmental trade policy in Uzbekistan
Uzbekistan is significantly restrictive in terms of trade policy and sets for imports
of wheat, wheat flour, and diverse flour products with ad valorem import tariffs
far above the international average. The tariffs vary from 15 to 30 per cent, depending on the product type. It seems that there is a tariff escalation, where the
ad valorem import tariffs for wheat and flour products are on average twice as
high as they are for wheat flour (on average 30 per cent and 15 per cent, respectively) (Table 7).
Table 7:

Ad valorem import tariffs in Uzbekistan

Date of entry into force
01.11.2005
01.07.2010
01.04.2011
01.11.2011
01. 04.2012
01. 05.2013
01. 08.2013

Commodity
Wheat
Wheat flour (was changed)
Wheat flour (was changed)
Bread, bakery, and flour products (sweet)
Wheat flour (was changed)
Macaroni products
Wheat flour (current)

Tariff
30 %
10 %
15 %
30 %
15 %
20 %-30 %
15 %-11 %

Source: Official government laws and regulations.

With regard to the question on the approximate number of days to obtain an
import license for wheat, two-thirds of the respondents answered "don’t know",
and the rest gave it an average of 23 days, with answers ranging from 7 to 45 days.
Small private mills gave more days than big joint-stock companies did. To the
same question, but with regard to wheat flour and other milling products, all
mills unanimously answered "don’t know". With regard to the number of days to
receive an import license for technical equipment, the majority gave an average
of 17 days, with answers ranging from 5 to 45 days. Interestingly, small mills indicated a much higher number of days than big mills.
The beginning of the milling operation was "difficult" for the majority. Extending
part of the operation significantly was for one half of the respondents "quite easy"
whereas for another half "difficult". Dismissal of staff was "difficult" for the majority. Exiting business was for big joint-stock companies more difficult than for small
private mills. To the question on the government’s import policies in terms of
import taxes, none of the mills gave an answer. With regard to corruption most
of them were reluctant to answer. Three mills, nonetheless, gave 0.2-0.7 per cent
of their total annual value.
Market conduct of competitors in Kyrgyzstan
In the subsection "competition", the aim was to find out mills’ perception of the
level of competition with respect to the purchase of wheat as well as the sale
of wheat flour and other flour commodities. In Kyrgyzstan, with respect to the
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purchase of wheat on a scale between 0 (no competition) and 4 (very severe competition), mills perceived "moderate" and "major competition" in about the same
proportion. Remarkably, bigger business units indicated more to the absence of
competition whereas the overwhelming majority of small firms in both regions
indicated "major competition". The same question, but with respect to the sale of
flour, demonstrates 30 per cent of opinions inclining from "zero" to "moderate
competition", and 70 per cent from "major" to "severe competition". Further,
mills were asked to indicate (intuitively) the number of mills in the area of their
operation. The main finding reveals that big- and middle-sized firms in both regions indicated a smaller number of operating firms in the area. Exceptions are
the middle-sized mills in the north that indicated a higher number of competitors. Small mills in both regions indicated a higher number of competitors. Moreover, to the additional question on how many of them are big, middle, and small,
the response rate is digressional. Namely, the highest number of the mills in both
regions indicated big- and then middle-sized business units, whereas almost
none of them indicated small firms in the area.
Assuming the existence of unregistered or informal firms, mills were asked about
the level of competition with such firms. About 80 per cent of all mills indicated a
rate from "zero" to "moderate competition" and 20 per cent from "major" to
"very severe competition". With the same aim inquiries were made on firms’
competition with smuggled products. In total, almost 50 per cent of all companies indicated "zero competition" and the other half "major" and "very severe
competition". An interesting finding in this case reveals that most of the mills,
which indicated "zero competition", were the mills in the south while most of the
mills, which indicated "major" and "very severe competition", were the mills in
the north.
Further, inquiries were made on the proportion of the establishments’ sales to
different parties. It seems that all firms sell the major part of their output to third
parties and some of them also engage in selling their output directly to end consumers. Again, some noticeable differences between different unit-sizes in different regions were found. In the south of the country, for example, only big
mills engage in direct selling to end consumers, whereas small firms sell 100 per
cent of their output to a third party. The firms in the north sell 80 per cent of
their total output to a third party and small-sized mills engage in national sales
directly to end consumers more than in the south (Figure 45).
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Figure 45:
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Market conduct of competitors in Uzbekistan
In Uzbekistan, the level of competition among the milling companies in the area
with respect to the purchase of wheat was perceived by the joint-stock companies as "zero". The private processing units, in contrast, perceived the level of
competition with respect to the purchase of wheat from "minor" to "major competition". This can be rationalized given the fact that only state-owned enterprises can mill domestic wheat. Grain producers, in turn, can sell their output only
to state-owned firms, at least until the quota is filled21.
The majority of the mills perceived the level of competition with regard to the
sale of wheat flour as "major competition". This is most likely due to the presence
of Kazakh wheat flour (including smuggled goods) in the market. The perception
of mills about the number of milling companies located nearby is increasing
among small mills. To the question as to whether the establishment competes
with informal firms, all mills answered unanimously with "don’t know" or "doesn’t
apply", and "zero competition". The same concerns the question about the competition with smuggled products. Regarding the proportion of establishments’
sales to different parties, most of the big-sized mills sell on average up to 85 per
cent of their total output to a third party. Almost all of the small-sized private mills,
in contrast, sell on average up to 95 per cent of their total output directly to end
consumers. Moreover, none of the mills engage in direct or indirect exports
(Figure 46).
21

The government sets quotas to sell certain amount of grains to the state-owned processing
mills. Only after the quota is filled, producers are permitted to sell the rest of the output (if
something left over) to whatever parties they wish to sell.
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Figure 46:

Proportion of establishments' sales to different parties in
Uzbekistan
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Commodity quality issues
The quality of the domestic grain in Kyrgyzstan as well as in Uzbekistan is inferior
to the quality of the Kazakh grain and can in general be assessed as relatively bad.
The questionnaire included a separate subsection on the quality of the domestic
wheat and wheat flour as well as that of the foreign wheat and wheat flour. In
Kyrgyzstan, on a scale between 0 (very bad) and 4 (excellent), one half of respondents evaluated the quality of the domestic wheat as "bad" and another as
"good". The quality of wheat of foreign origin was evaluated as "good" and "very
good". When evaluating the quality of the domestic wheat flour, about 50 per
cent of the respondents described it as "good" and about 20 per cent as "bad".
Further, about 10 per cent of all respondents described the quality of the domestic wheat flour as "very good". Those are exclusively answers of the big-sized
mills in the north that produce wheat flour of the highest quality themselves and
use exclusively wheat of foreign origin in the production of wheat flour. Regarding the quality of the foreign wheat flour, the majority described it as "good"
and "very good".
In Uzbekistan, with regard to the quality of the domestic wheat, the majority described it as "good" and with regard to the quality of the foreign wheat more
than half of the respondents described it as "very good" and about one-third as
"good". The quality of the domestic wheat flour was evaluated by 70 per cent of
the respondents as "good" and by 30 per cent as "very good". The quality of the
foreign wheat flour was evaluated by 50 per cent as "very good", 14 per cent as
"excellent", 14 per cent as "good" and 22 per cent of respondents answered "don’t
know". This is, of course, a personal view of quality.
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Most recent studies on wheat quality in Uzbekistan argue that the local wheat is
of very poor quality. KIENZLER et al. (2011) conducted a survey in large, medium,
and small mills as well as in large, medium, and small bakeries and among households in order to understand the tandyr bread quality criteria and the grain quality requirements in producing the tandyr bread22. Their findings reveal that the
wheat grown in most of the Central Asian countries is considered as inferior, in
terms of the quality and the protein content, to the wheat grown in Kazakhstan.
Further, farmers in Uzbekistan sell wheat to the state-owned grain processing
industry according to certain production quotas at the monopolistic prices determined by the state. The rest can either be processed by local households for
home consumption or can be sold at local markets that offer higher but also
fluctuating prices compared to the state-owned milling companies (KIENZLER &
IBRAGIMOV et al., 2011; KIENZLER & RUDENKO et al., 2011).
PENA et al. (2002) found that the government receives grain and stores it in large
silos according to the gluten content, and then distributes the grain lots among
the large mills. It provides certificates for quality attributes (including test weight,
gluten content, moisture etc.). The government regulates the rate of flour extraction, which constitutes 78 to 82 per cent depending on the region. There are four
grades of wheat flour: the highest, the first, the second, and the "Uzbek grade".
The wheat flour of the highest grade is used mainly for cookies and pastry breads;
the wheat flour of the first grade is used for tandyr bread and white bread, and
the wheat flour of the second and the Uzbek grades (0.8-0.9 per cent ash) are
used in production of cheap, dark, and dense bread called "diabetic bread". The
largest bread producing plants still use the very old sponge and dough method
involving a liquid fermenting process to produce a low quality, high ash, and
dense pan-type bread. However, the milling and baking industry recognizes that
currently cultivated wheat varieties possess low gluten content and weak gluten
character and are unsuitable in the production of the tandyr bread, especially
considering that the consumption of the tandyr bread has been increasing significantly, particularly in city suburbs and rural villages (PENA et al., 2002).
In the last part of the questionnaire the respondents were asked to evaluate the
different elements of the business environment included in the list, if any, which
at the time of the survey represented the biggest obstacle faced by the establishments on a scale between 0 (no obstacle) and 4 (very severe obstacle). Answers
are illustrated in Figure 47 and Figure 48.
The most noticeable difference between the two countries, in terms of the obstacles faced by the establishments, is the fact that on almost all of the elements
listed below, the dominating colors in the case of Uzbekistan are blue (no obstacle)
22

Tandyr bread is the most popular type of bread consumed in Central Asian countries.
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and orange (don’t know), and in the case of Kyrgyzstan blue (no obstacle) and
violet (major obstacle). The majority of Kyrgyz mills identified such elements of
the business environment as competition within the domestic industry, competition with import, competition with smuggled products, and volatile prices as
"major obstacles" – basically all elements that have something to do with competition. It was exactly these elements, on the contrary, that Uzbek mills didn’t
want to evaluate. Also they didn’t evaluate such elements as import-export licensing and permits, high import-export taxes, corruption, and political instability –
basically all questions about politics. Even though mills in Uzbekistan evaluated
most of the elements as "no obstacle" and "minor obstacle", there is still one pillar
that entails violet (major obstacle), and that is the technological endowment.
Figure 47:

Biggest obstacles faced by mills in Kyrgyzstan
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Biggest obstacles faced by mills in Uzbekistan
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Source: Own survey.
Notes: 0 – no obstacle; 1 – minor obstacle; 2 – moderate obstacle; 3 – major obstacle; 4 – very
severe obstacle; 8 – "don’t know".

2.6 CONCLUSIONS
The overall results of the analysis allow the hypotheses introduced above to be
confirmed. The differences in governments’ trade and competition policies in
both countries have far reaching consequences for developments within their
grain processing industries. The on-going structural changes within the grain
processing industry in Kyrgyzstan are occurring primarily due to the government’s unrestricted trade policies and therefore due to the significant competition faced by the domestic grain processing firms with the wheat flour of Kazakh origin. As the results of the survey demonstrate, most of the small-sized
grain-processing firms have been deteriorating in their business performance
as an outcome of the competition acceleration within the industry as a whole.
Such development, on the one hand, squeezes out inefficient units from the
market, but, on the other hand, may serve for the significant change of the market structure in favor of the big-sized processing companies. The unavailability of
higher quality domestic wheat coupled with the increasing preference for such
wheat certainly compounds the situation. It seems that only mills that use wheat
of higher quality in the production of wheat flour have been able to withstand
the significant competition with the foreign industry. As the results of the survey
reveal, their better business performance is reflected in such economic parameters as their ability to enhance their technological endowment or buy new
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technology that resulted in the increase of their processing capacity and the extension of product lines. The results of the survey indicate, further, the differences
in developments of milling enterprises within the country. More dynamic changes occurring among the milling companies located in the north of the country
indicate the comparative advancement of the north over the south. Moreover,
such significant differences in the development of mills located in different
parts of one country indicate the heterogeneity of the markets and the lopsided
developments of business enterprises within one country.
The protective trade and competition policies of Uzbekistan have been restricting any positive development within the domestic grain processing industry. The
results of the survey reveal that hardly any changes could be observed among
the mills regarding the same economic parameters outlined above. Only private
processing units indicated some deterioration of their business. Clearly, these
developments have been caused by government’s trade and competition policies. In addition to the fact that the ad valorem import tariffs for wheat are comparatively high, domestic grain producers are restricted from selling grain to private mills, at least until they have filled the quota and have sold enough grain to
the state-owned joint-stock companies. Such a position as well as high import
tariffs represents a significant constraint for private enterprises in Uzbekistan that
want to conduct business.
The comparison between the two countries demonstrates that mills in Uzbekistan haven’t been able to introduce new production lines and improve their
technological endowment. Further, milling firms in Uzbekistan still use Soviet
technology, whereas milling firms in Kyrgyzstan use newer technology originating from China and Turkey. The number of employees in mills in Uzbekistan
didn’t quite change during the last three years, whereas the grain processing
firms in Kyrgyzstan have experienced rather dynamic changes with regard to this
issue. Furthermore, more mills operating in Kyrgyzstan have indicated a lack of
qualified staff than mills in Uzbekistan23. Mills in both countries assessed the
wheat and wheat flour quality of foreign origin as superior to that of the domestic
wheat and wheat flour. With regard to competition, this point was a crucial issue
for both countries. In Uzbekistan, the private small mills have been facing significant competition with regard to the purchase of wheat. In Kyrgyzstan, the competition with regard to the sale of flour was assessed as "major" and "very severe
competition". Especially small mills perceived it this way. Moreover, milling enterprises in Kyrgyzstan have indicated the presence of informal firms and smuggled
goods, the competition with which, according to them, is supposed to be signifycant. In the case of Uzbekistan, many mills didn’t quite answer the question
on smuggled goods and informal firms. The crucial difference in the answers
23

The advanced technology requires certain skills.
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regarding the governments’ trade and competition policies could be found in
the reluctance of mills in Uzbekistan to talk about politics and how comparatively
open mills in Kyrgyzstan were with regard to the same questions. Concerning the
policy of the government, the major concerns for firms in Kyrgyzstan are competition, volatile prices, corruption, and political instability, while for firms in Uzbekistan, on average, nothing represented an obstacle and regarding corruption,
smuggled goods, government’s customs and trade regulations, and political instability mills were reluctant to answer. Most likely, they were afraid to mention
critical aspects regarding questions on government’s policies. This aspect implies
necessity of suitable methods when interviewing on issues related to similar
inquiries.
Policy implications
The research within the second essay shows that there are some significant constraints regarding the sustainable supply of flour and flour commodities in the
observed countries. There are factors, which constrain sufficient supply within
the domestic market due to some natural factors. Such natural factors are the soil
and the climate in the observed countries, which significantly influence the quality of the grains. Yet there are manageable constraints such as governments’
trade policies. Either in the case of protection measures or in the case of liberal
trade measures, there are crucial issues that need serious considerations at the
governmental level.
Liberal trade policy leads to higher industry competition. Higher industry competition induces the average market price to reduce. This is of advantage for
mills, which use grains as inputs in the production of wheat flour and for end consumers, who, normally, consume the processed flour as well as flour products
and not the raw grain. Increasing marginal profit per unit of output due to reducing marginal production costs enables business enterprises to acquire newer
technology. The latter, in turn, allows for the creation of economies of scale and
diversification of products. Thus, the business can be extended and the market
share of respective establishments can be increased. Increase in the market share
of one business unit might inevitably decrease the market share of another less
efficient unit. Eventually, such development may create an oligopolistic or a
monopolistic market structure. In an extreme case, such development might
even lead to industry dissolution. Such an outcome might have implications for
limited supply within the domestic market and even more increased dependency on imports of processed flour as well as flour commodities. Therefore, the
governments that don’t impose any significant import restrictions, and, therefore, conduct less control of trade flows, might be advised to think of improving
policies. Because of the excessive competition, smaller business units might, in an
extreme case, disappear completely. Such an outcome might have implications
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for limited supply in the future especially in peripheral areas where smaller mills
are usually allocated. Acceleration of consolidation among business enterprises
might inevitably change the market structure. Eventually, such development
might lead about to an oligopolistic market structure where several big firms will
function and will presumably be allocated near bigger cities and customer centers, as the previous experience in the USA shows. This situation might create
challenges first of all for consumers as well as for producers in the peripheral
areas. Consumers will be affected because they will depend on flour deliveries
from afar. These, in turn, might be more costly due transportation costs and
markups depending on what kind of third party will supply. Producers will also
be affected because they would have to transport their output to bigger cities,
which again is linked to additional transportation costs and might be time consuming. Because of this they wouldn’t be able to market the output right away,
which could affect the price and the welfare of producers in general. Therefore,
governments under question should think of establishing institutions such as
antitrust authorities to control for monopolistic competition and efficient marketing systems across the country. The challenge for the domestic grain processing
industry in Kyrgyzstan will, most likely, increase considering Kyrgyzstan’s accession into the Eurasian Economic Union in 2015. Further, it appears that unknown
third party traders are present and in fact by now it is difficult to say if they
operate on an official basis or are just smugglers. Their situation is not entirely
clear, because there is no official data regarding them. It is very important that
more systematic tracking and research of such third party traders is conducted.
Information of such traders is necessary for better assessment of the market and
for the role they play in lags in price adjustments and therefore the degree to
which prices are formed along the supply chains.
The overall implication for the grain processing industry in Uzbekistan remains
in the bygone opportunity costs and the general decline in welfare. Uzbekistan’s
trade and competition policies do, maybe, to some degree protect domestic
producers and intermediary flour suppliers from foreign competition, but this
constricts the development within the domestic industry and within milling
firms. In such a policy environment no technological advance and therefore no
growth in the processing capacity or reduction in average production costs are
to be expected. Restrictive trade policy might hurt consumers and even intermediary producers that express preference for certain types of quality of commodities, which, due to some country-specific natural conditions are not producible domestically. The restriction of some grains with certain quality characteristics might have health implications, furthermore, since it is grains with a high
protein content that are restricted to import or costly to import because of the
import tariffs. Consumers have to eat less-protein flour products, or have to overpay in order to be able to buy flour products that contain sufficient protein. Other
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policy instruments should be worked out that wouldn’t hurt either producers
or consumers, such as, for example, the development of better seeds and provision, or investment in better technologies. Moreover, mechanisms should be improved that control for efficiency of factors used in production rather than pure
quantity. In the long-term these will pay off for sustainable production and general welfare for producers, intermediary suppliers as well as end consumers. Import restrictions, further, might increase the activity of informal markets and
smugglers. Smuggled commodities, however, aren’t necessarily cheaper when
they reach the end consumer and will certainly include all the costs connected
with the costs of crossing the border and transportation.
A general policy recommendation for all of the CIS countries is that more control
mechanisms of trade flows are needed in order to be able to record smuggled
volumes of staples. This is an important issue for a better economic assessment of
the current trade situation among the trading parties. In some of the CIS (especially net cereal import-dependent ones) volumes of smuggled commodities are
supposed to be so high that they significantly influence the competition in selling flour products and might even have structural implications for the real economy.

3 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF HETEROGENEUS EFFECTS OF
GRAIN EXPORT POLICIES ON KYRGYZ WHEAT PRODUCERS
AND CONSUMERS

Abstract
How did Kazakhstan’s export ban on wheat in 2008 and the associated increase
in prices for cereals affect producers and consumers of respective commodities
in Kyrgyzstan? In this essay a quantitative analysis of demand reactions for cereals
and their substitutes is conducted. The analysis is based on the marketed surplus
as a function of prices and incomes. Panel data set "Kyrgyz Integrated Household
Survey" was used for the analysis. The sample comprises five thousand households per year during eight years. The method is the econometric method of
supply-demand functions. The results of the econometric analysis indicate that
the wheat export embargo policies as well as the doubling of the real mean
prices of cereals and their substitutes had a noticeable heterogeneous effect on
agricultural households in the Kyrgyz Republic. In particular, the results indicate
for one per cent increase in the prices of the commodities studied an increase in
consumption and a decline in production for households that can produce cereal
commodities.
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Kyrgyzstan is a small country with an open economy. Since Kazakhstan is the
major supplier of grains to Kyrgyzstan, restriction of export of these commodities
can influence the food security and general welfare of Kyrgyz consumers. Therefore, the export restriction policies of major net grain exporting countries during
the food crisis have raised the question of the effects of such policies on net grain
importing countries. Following the food crisis, a number of research studies
have been done on different aspects of this issue, however not for Central Asia.
Out of five Central Asian countries, Kazakhstan is the only net wheat exporter and
is the main supplier of this commodity to its neighbors. The problem with increasing prices for the staples for net grain importers such as Kyrgyzstan has exacerbated when in 2008 Kazakhstan levied an export ban on wheat for the period
between 15.04.2008-01.09.2008. Moreover, the mean real prices for wheat and
other substitutes, once having been increased, remained stably high over the
following years and have never been stabilized at the previous level. Up to date
there still is no research on the net impacts of such policies and the associated
development of the prices of cereals on producers and consumers in the regional
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net grain importing countries. Therefore, this paper aims to close this research
gap by conducting a quantitative supply and demand analysis on households,
and making an effort in finding the answer to the question: how did Kazakhstan’s
export embargo on wheat in 2008 and the associated increase in prices for cereals affect producers and consumers of such commodities in Kyrgyzstan?
In this essay the focus lies on Kyrgyzstan, as it is the most open and reform-oriented country out of all other net grain importing countries in the region and the
only country that provides representative household panel data. The empirical
analysis is based on the "Kyrgyz Integrated Households Survey" (KIHS). This is a
panel data set, which is specially designed to study households in a developing
country context with detailed inquiries on consumption, expenditures, production, and income. Furthermore, aside from the fact that there is yet no empirical
evidence on the effects of Kazakhstan’s export embargo on wheat and the associated increase in the prices for cereals and their substitutes in Kyrgyzstan, the
motivation to study this problem is justified by the following. Firstly, Kyrgyzstan
covers only about two-thirds of its domestic demand for wheat and strongly
depends on the imports of wheat and wheat flour, with more than 95 per cent of
total imports of wheat coming from Kazakhstan. Secondly, Kyrgyzstan is a developing country where more than 60 per cent of the population lives in rural areas
and their livelihood depends mostly on agriculture, which means that households can also produce the commodities studied (FAO, 2016). Thirdly, the prices
for cereals in Kyrgyzstan have remained high even after the release of the Kazakh
export ban up until 2012, which has implications for lasting welfare effects.
When studying an agricultural country, both demand and supply sides should
be taken into account. More importantly, it wouldn’t be sufficient to investigate
both sides separately based on consumer and producer surpluses like many researchers traditionally do, using the Marshallian or the Hicksian demand functions. A more appropriate analysis would be based on surpluses of respective
commodities that might be marketed after households produce and consume
them. Coefficients of price and income elasticities of the marketed surplus would
give a more accurate response on the net effects of the food inflation on semisubsistent households that produce agricultural commodities themselves. Clearly,
households can change their positions over time from being pure consumers to
becoming net producers and vice versa, and change the levels of production and
consumption among different commodities. Certainly, the consideration of these
factors requires an appropriate methodology.
The outline of the paper is as following. Firstly, the theoretical framework based
on agricultural household models will be introduced. This will then be followed
by the description of the panel data and the descriptive statistics. Then, after the
description of the empirical approach and the econometric analysis, the results of
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the analysis will be introduced. In the last part conclusions and policy implications
will be discussed.
3.2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The theories this work refers to are basically agricultural household models. The
methodology is heavily drawn from the one developed by BELLEMARE et al. (2013),
who combined the theories developed by TURNOVSKY et al. (1980) and SCHMITZ et al.
(1981) as well as the empirical framework developed by FINKELSHTAIN & CHALFANT
(1991) and BARRETT (1996) (BARRETT, 1996; MARC F. BELLEMARE et al., 2013; FINKELSHTAIN
& CHALFANT, 1991; SCHMITZ et al., 1981; TURNOVSKY et al., 1980). More precisely,
BELLEMARE et al. (2013) have developed an advanced methodology, which measures heterogeneous welfare effects based on coefficients of risk aversion by
automatically assuming that agricultural producers are risk averse, which they
obtain from coefficients of price and income elasticities of marketed surplus in a
multiple equation system. These authors have devoted their attention mainly
to the impacts of price volatility of agricultural commodities on consumers and
producers combined. Particularly, their main research problem was if and how
agricultural households gain or lose from price stabilization policies. In order to
conduct an appropriate welfare analysis they have deviated from the conventional consumer and producer surplus theories and have used the concept of risk
aversion, which is based on the cardinal utility functions. The latter is supposed
to provide more precise welfare impacts of price stabilization policies. As Kyrgyzstan did not implement any price stabilization measures, this research focuses on
the implications of the reduced supply of wheat as a result of the export ban and
the associated increase in prices for cereals and their substitutes. Therefore, only a
part of the methodology discussed above will be used, most particularly the one
where the authors derive coefficients of price and income elasticities of marketed
surplus for multiple commodities in a multiple commodity equation model.
If a country-exporter bans the export of a certain commodity, the price for that
commodity in the importing country must rise, assuming this is the only source
of import for the importing side and holding the production constant. Further,
the demand for that commodity in the importing country must fall, assuming
it is a normal good. It is, furthermore, expected that the demand for substitutes
of that good will increase and therefore their prices. If the exporting country
trades at world prices, the importing country imports at world prices too. Such a
situation has implications for both producers as well as consumers in both countries. Within the framework of this essay the interest lies in the economic outcomes for the importing side. It is theoretically expected that domestic producers produce more or sell more due to the price effect, holding the prices on the
factor markets and the demand elasticity constant, and domestic consumers
ought to consume less of that commodity and buy more of other foodstuffs.
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In reality, however, it is not always the case. For example, in the 1990s the selling
prices for maize in Zambia increased through trade liberalization and it was expected that the output would increase too. However, the input prices rose even
more and the maize production fell (WINTER, 2002).
The agricultural household model developed by SINGH et al. (1986) takes into
consideration the fact that agricultural households differ from pure consumers
in such a way that they can produce different commodities and can decide how
much of them to produce and to consume over different periods of time. Moreover, they can switch positions over time from being net sellers, net buyers, or
autarkic in regard to respective commodities. This fact allows one to summarize
the demand and the supply factors in one single variable – the marketed surplus.
Such surplus is what is left after households produced commodities and consumed them. The final behavioral equation of the theoretical model represents
the indirect utility obtained by households from the marketed surplus that is defined over income and vector of prices of respective commodities.
For more details about the theory this paper leans on see the corresponding
appendix supplementary to the article by BELLEMARE et al. (2013). In short, the
theoretical model implies that a representative agricultural household can be a
consumer, a producer, or both at the same time and can switch position over
time. Households’ preferences, further, are determined by the von NeumannMorgenstern utility function and are defined through consumption and production of a vector of commodities. Households are endowed by land and labor and
constrained by time and income. Considering all endowments and constraints,
households eventually maximize their utility function subject to their budget
constraint. The theory predicts that when prices for agricultural commodities
increase, households produce more and consume less of those commodities
in order to able to sell the surplus that is left at the market.
When confronting the established theories with real situations some special characteristics of certain cases must be taken into account. One of the special features
of Kyrgyzstan’s wheat sector is captured in the constant decline of the production and increase of the imports of this commodity. Regarding the theoretical
implications of the production side, it is important not to leave out of sight the
following issues. Primarily, the supply elasticity of wheat depends on the marginal
profit and the price. In the optimum, it is predicted that producers supply more
whenever the marginal profit increases. When the price for wheat increases, and
is not necessarily volatile, it should give producers an additional incentive to produce more and sell more. If the marginal profit obtained in the period before the
inflation is the same during the inflation, there is no guarantee that producers will
produce more. In the least possible case they will remain at the same production
level. If they foresee that output prices will increase and so the input prices,
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however they have left some buffer stock from the previous harvest and therewith had foregone the possible profit, they might act strictly rationally and produce and sell more in the future period (RENKOW, 1990).
In terms of consumption it is pretty straightforward. Namely, all of the commodities observed in this study represent the most important foodstuff in the diet of
the population in Kyrgyzstan, which leads one to believe that the demand for
those commodities is relatively inelastic. Moreover, the income of the population
has been increasing significantly due to remittances (RATHA et al., 2015). SINGH et al.
(1986) indicate wealth effects on consumption resulting from the impact of
price changes on farm profits. Their theoretical work demonstrates that under
certain circumstances these wealth effects might be large enough to induce positive own-price demand response and negative marketed surplus response
(SINGH et al., 1986). "Consumption and labor-supply depend on both prices and
income, and, although prices are fixed by assumption, income is determined, at
least to some extent, by the household’s profits from its farming activities. Thus,
production decisions determine farm profits, which are a component of household income, which in turn influences consumption and labor supply decisions.
This one-way relation between production on the one hand and consumption
and labor supply on the other hand is known as the profit effect" (SINGH et al.,
1986, p. 7).
3.3 EMPIRICAL FRAMEWORK
3.3.1 Description of the data set
The analysis is based on the KIHS – an integrated24 panel data set, which has been
conducted since 2003 with a slightly different methodology used since 2005.
There is no comparable data set in all Central Asia. The uniqueness of the data
set lies in the fact that it focuses on the most important indicators of households’
welfare within the developing country context.
Around five thousand households have been surveyed annually on such economic parameters as food- and non-food expenditures, agricultural and livestock production, income, employment etc. Since it is a rotating panel data set,
about one-fourth of all households have been replaced each year. The sample is
divided into 16 strata and entails urban as well as rural populations of the seven
oblasts (regions) as well as the capital Bishkek and the city Osh.
In the subsection on food expenditures every household fills in a diary on food
expenditures where they indicate the amount of each commodity bought and
the amount of money spent covering more than 350 products for two weeks
on a quarterly basis. The number of commodities has been reducing over the
24

"Integrated" means that survey combines households, budget, and labor force.
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years along with an improvement in the methodology and experience based on
the frequencies of commodities mentioned by households. In the year 2012
about 250 commodities were given for choice in the questionnaire. On the agricultural production side households fill in diaries quarterly on how much of which
commodity was produced and consumed. There are around 60-70 commodities
in the production module of the data set. Since the inquiry has been designed
mainly for consumption and expenditure parameters, there is no information on,
for example, inputs used in production.
The panel data set is in general reliable, however not perfect. For example, the so
called "basic and general information" on the place of living, the age, and the
number of household members and their education, firstly, has been collected
separately from other modules of the data set, secondly, not for each year, and,
thirdly, observations match only partly with the modules of the KIHS within the
same year. This way of collecting the data limits the possibility for the research to
conduct an integrated analysis that requires matching the above-mentioned
parameters with other modules of the KIHS. Further, the data set is heavily oriented on studying households in developing countries with a focus on expenditures and consumption. A large share of populations in such countries is, however, agricultural. Despite this, the data set does not comprise any information
whatsoever on the inputs used in agricultural production. In fact, households
indicate only the amount of commodities produced. This fact represents significant limitation for the study of agricultural production-related questions. Further,
the income in the year 2007 was collected differently than in all other years.
Namely, whereas in all other years households fill in the amount of the income
per household earned on a quarterly basis, in 2007 households filled in the
total income earned per household in that year. This fact limits the possibility of
studying households involving income in 2007 on a quarterly basis. Another
important limitation regards the way commodities in the data set have been
numbered. It is very time consuming to find the same commodities (on average
300) across different years while their numbers vary from year to year.
The prices have been attained by dividing the amount of money paid (all in the
national currency Som) by the amount bought (all in kilograms) by each household in each period of time25. The following commodities are included in the analysis: wheat, wheat flour, rice, barley groats, and potatoes. Further, in the descriptive statistics, different breads and noodles are included, which can’t be produced
by agricultural households, but do represent substitutes in terms of consumption.

25

Prices are based on consumption expenditures.
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The mean real prices for commodities have increased after 2008 and remained
at about the same level at least until 2012. Moreover, the prices have been highly
volatile. The standard deviation for wheat, for instance, was during 2005-2007
around 3 per cent, and during 2008-2012 around 14 per cent. The real mean prices for wheat, wheat flour, rice, and all types of breads and macaroni products
have doubled between the two periods (Table 8). Furthermore, the prices varied
significantly within the different regions. One of the explanations could be the
differences in quality and hence prices. The data set, however, doesn’t provide
any information on quality issues making it impossible to assess the hedonic
prices for the observed commodities. Another explanation for such differences
could lie in the poor integration of the markets within the country. Aside from
the strong confidence regarding the domination of the world prices for agricultural commodities in the country based on the fact that the country is to a
significant degree involved in international trade, there is also the possibility of
the existence of markets that are highly isolated from big cities where households supply local markets with their own production prior to having had any
contact to outside markets. Furthermore, very often, agricultural producers sell
their output in bulk at a determined aggregated price (not always the market
price). This is mostly the case for relatives, friends, and neighbors. This argumentation would explain the existence of comparatively low prices even during the
food price inflation. For example, GRAFE et al. (2008) investigated the intra-regional trade in Central Asia based on the regional disaggregated consumption price
indices for food- and non-food goods and the price survey data. They found that
the price variations across regions within one country are just as large as variations across the countries (GRAFE et al., 2008).
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Table 8:

Descriptive statistics for commodity real prices in Som per
kilogram

Commodity

Obs.

Wheat flour
Wheat
Wheat groats
Buckwheat
Barley groats
Semolina
Rice
Potatoes
Rye bread
White bread
Flatbread
Macaroni
Vermicelli
Noodles
Pasta

7,837
322
106
3,701
593
979
9,079
7,240
838
4,351
3,476
5,521
4,375
5,179
5,799

2005-2007
Mean
Std. Dev.
10.88
18.27
17.17
29.82
15.19
22.51
28.95
9.66
17.70
14.55
16.77
16.94
16.41
17.95
16.11

2.26
3.21
4.09
4.32
7.07
7.84
4.62
3.62
3.96
2.42
2.61
3.94
3.75
4.13
3.04

Obs.
18,500
925
157
10,638
913
2,570
22,517
17,844
1,500
9,578
5,474
13,479
9,730
11,409
12,956

2008-2012
Mean
Std. Dev.
20.26
35.99
32.87
51.28
25.77
41.64
55.09
13.82
45.72
30.87
33.91
34.99
33.87
37.20
33.57

4.73
14.11
16.47
25.33
7.95
14.82
16.49
4.43
17.82
7.32
8.63
9.15
8.848
9.95
8.86

Source: KIHS, 2012.

The income is available on a quarterly basis with indication to different sources
(Table 9). The income is given on a per household basis and not on a per capita
basis. It means that a household indicates the total amount of income earned by
all members of the household combined on a quarterly basis. In total, there are
about 40-45 income sources from the on- and off-farm work, social benefits,
in-kind income, income from work outside the country, and financial help from
relatives and friends (just to name the most frequently indicated ones). Incomes
varied significantly among the households. The households that indicated significantly high incomes explained it by the sale of houses or other expensive estates. Certainly, the prices and the income are adjusted to the consumer price index
given in the Statistical Committee of the Kyrgyz Republic.
Table 9:
Year
2005
2006
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

Descriptive statistics for annual real income in Som
Obs.
5,003
5,000
4,998
5,006
5,009
5,007
5,012

Source: KIHS, 2012.

Mean
33856.69
37872.21
59917.31
81983.52
89393.05
100060.6
128447.2

Std. Dev.
29664.31
37309.25
47697.74
61842.86
64862.79
69474.37
84873.83

Min.
145.7335
75.09882
154.233
445.7478
512.0773
343.778
259.8985

Max.
876632.8
965774.7
443728.4
861722.4
887225.1
1078231
784113.7
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The tables depicting descriptive statistics include all net sellers as well as net
buyers of the cereal commodities. However, only households that could produce
and consume observed commodities were included in the econometric estimations. On the production side there were only five (wheat, barley groats, wheat
flour, rice, potatoes) commodities that match with the commodities given on the
consumption side and included in the econometric estimations. On the consumption side alone there were sixteen (wheat flour, wheat, rice, potatoes, wheat
groats, barley groats, buckwheat, semolina, rye bread, white bread, flatbread,
macaroni, vermicelli, noodles, pasta, lagman) commodities, which are included
in the descriptive statistics.
The Tables 10-13 present descriptive statistics of the marketed surpluses of all observed commodities for the net sellers in 2005-2006 and 2008-2012, respectively,
which were obtained by extracting the total consumption from the total production for each household in each period of time. There are two samples: the first
sample includes observations before the export ban, and the second sample includes observations after the export ban. In addition to this, it is worth mentioning
that the analysis represents an investigation of potentially new market equilibrium in the period after the export ban. Moreover, the first sample encompasses
two panel observations and there are five panel observations in the second
sample. A positive mean marketed surplus indicates that an average household
is a net seller of the observed commodity, and a negative mean marketed surplus indicates that an average household is a net buyer of the observed commodity.
The mean marketed surpluses of wheat, wheat flour, and rice demonstrate a clear
decline in the second period compared to the first period. On the contrary, the
mean marketed surpluses of barley groats and potatoes increased in the second
period. The descriptive statistics of the marketed surpluses for net buyers show
that the consumption of wheat flour, potatoes, and wheat groats increased in the
second period and that of white bread decreased. The mean marketed surpluses
of different breads and pasta products don’t seem to have changed much between the two periods, constituting on average about five kilograms of different
breads per household for two weeks a month and about two kilograms of differrent pasta products per household for the same period of time. Other cereals like
wheat groats, barley groats, semolina, and buckwheat are less consumed ones,
but still do represent direct substitutes for other cereals (the reason why they
were included in the descriptive statistics).
In contrast to all other observed commodities, potatoes are widely produced by
households in Kyrgyzstan. This is due to the fact that it is less complicated to
grow potatoes than, for example, wheat. Moreover, the price of this commodity
is the cheapest among its substitutes and in Kyrgyzstan it is very common that
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potatoes are used in almost every food and very often even together with flour
products. The production of wheat and wheat flour has generally been declining.
Therefore, the statistics of the marketed surpluses for net sellers just verify this
phenomenon. Rice represents, in general, an imported commodity and is produced in insignificant amounts and mostly only in the southern part of the country,
where the climate is warmer. However, rice represents a very important foodstuff which is a substitute for other cereals and the demand for which is almost
inelastic. In terms of consumption, one of the reasons for the increase in the demand for wheat flour and decrease in the demand for white bread (according
to the descriptive statistics of marketed surpluses of respective commodities for
net buyers), might lie in the higher substitution effect between wheat flour and
white bread, which is also made from wheat flour and is the most widely consumed bread. This can be explained by people buying more of wheat flour and
less of white bread and baking at home, since buying white bread is on average
more costly than buying wheat flour.
Table 10:

Descriptive statistics of marketed surplus for net sellers in
2005-2006 in kilogram

Commodity
Wheat
Wheat flour
Rice
Barley groats
Potatoes

Obs.
1,223
783
55
16
3,380

Mean
2654.474
179.4922
829.8655
89.03125
1255.776

Std. Dev.
3580.666
544.1765
2691.448
98.43246
2426.575

Min.
20.01
.0299988
9.990005
30
.0099983

Max.
40000
13900
19740
450
26960.01

Source: KIHS, 2012.

Table 11:

Descriptive statistics of marketed surplus for net sellers in
2008-2012 in kilogram

Commodity
Wheat
Wheat flour
Rice
Barley groats
Potatoes
Source: KIHS, 2012.

Obs.
2,041
1,209
167
23
8,218

Mean
2340.617
154.63
407.5032
180.6591
1625.912

Std. Dev.
2332.093
170.7993
522.7929
431.9815
3341.481

Min.
14.01
.0300293
2.49
10.02
.0000153

Max.
30000
1451.01
4530
1980
52780
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Descriptive statistics of marketed surplus for net buyers in
2005-2006 in kilogram

Commodity
Wheat flour
Wheat
Rice
Potatoes
Wheat groats
Barley groats
Buckwheat
Semolina
Rye bread
White bread
Flatbread
Macaroni
Vermicelli
Noodles
Pasta
Lagman

Obs.
7,837
322
9,079
7,240
106
593
3,701
979
838
4,351
3,476
5,521
4,375
5,179
5,799
230

Mean
-76.54647
-1.575621
-6.676613
-23.89487
-1.463208
-1.468752
-2.02539
-1.141297
-3.649469
-17.71624
-9.790711
-5.842529
-3.119463
-2.953962
-4.582023
-1.149565

Std. Dev.
65.82123
1.393332
6.733221
33.52593
1.351706
1.147669
1.466196
.7514967
4.587431
17.80627
14.98589
5.011229
2.762615
2.957673
3.884548
.5737145

Min.
-900
-13
-205
-1010
-10
-10
-23
-6.3
-63.6
-168
-203.75
-45
-60
-41
-55
-4

Max.
-.5
-.5
-.33
-.5
-.3
-.05
-.4
-.2
-.25
-.2
-.1
-.4
-.3
-.2
-.4
-.1

Source: KIHS, 2012.

Table 13:

Descriptive statistics of marketed surplus for net buyers in
2008-2012 in kilogram

Commodity
Wheat flour
Wheat
Rice
Potatoes
Wheat groats
Barley groats
Buckwheat
Semolina
Rye bread
White bread
Flatbread
Macaroni
Vermicelli
Noodles
Pasta
Lagman
Source: KIHS, 2012.

Obs.
18,500
925
22,517
17,844
157
913
10,638
2,570
1,500
9,578
5,474
13,479
9,730
11,409
12,956
1,243

Mean
-95.24648
-1.579514
-6.947741
-24.40982
-3.063567
-1.561555
-2.320346
-1.124535
-3.279917
-15.76623
-9.342255
-5.569342
-3.413777
-3.125308
-4.845553
-1.461118

Std. Dev.
71.17223
1.874858
6.786665
31.22389
10.22959
1.644125
1.767473
.879265
4.131307
14.7547
12.1042
4.509999
3.01969
3.062124
4.008305
1.057723

Min.
-815
-27
-145
-625
-100
-25
-25
-12
-50
-300
-137
-52
-56
-45.5
-47
-12

Max.
-.4
-.3
-.2
-.5
-.3
-.3
-.1
-.15
-.2
-.2
-.2
-.25
-.2
-.14
-.3
-.3
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3.3.2 Empirical specification of market surplus functions
In this section the empirical approach will be introduced briefly. Price as well as
income elasticities of marketed surpluses of various cereal commodities will be
estimated. For each household the marketed surpluses of the observed commodities can be positive, zero, or negative, depending on whether the households are net buyers, net sellers, or autarkic. For each observed commodity a
reduced form regression of the marketed surplus of that commodity as a function of the output prices of all observed commodities and household’s income
will be estimated. The following function for commodities will be estimated,
where the dependent variable is the marketed surplus of each commodity:
n

*
*
*
M ikℓt
= αi + εij ∑ pkjℓt
+ ηi ykℓt
+ υikℓt
j=1

where variables with an asterisk (*) were transformed to the inverse hyperbolic
sine transformation – a logarithmic transformation, which keeps negative as well
as zero-valued observations and which can be interpreted as coefficients of elasticities (BURBIDGE et al., 1988; MACKINNON & MAGEE, 1990; MOSS & SHONKWILER, 1993;
PENCE, 2006). In the function i is for certain commodity, k is the household, l is
the region (oblast), and t is the round; y is the household income; pj is a vector
of prices of all (observed) commodities (including i); and v is a mean zero, iid
error term. All cereal commodities (by households producible) given in the data
set for both periods are estimated by the "Seemingly Unrelated Regression Equations" (SURE). The SURE is a generalization of a linear regression model, where
dependent variables are regressed by the same regressors. The "Feasible Generalized Least Squares" (FGLS) of the SURE, which have a specific form of variancecovariance matrix and which are widely used in the empirical analysis of firms
and households26, provide efficiency by error terms being correlated across the
equations.
The model should comprise at least two periods where households make their
production and consumption decisions in the subsequent period while having
knowledge of the prices from the previous period. Since the prices for cereals
increased after 2008 and remained at about the same level at least until 2012,
there will be two periods: 2005-2006 and 2008-2012. Of course, the decision
based on the information from the previous period is independent of the export
embargo, since each year farmers decide how much to plant based on last year’s
prices. The substitution on the consumption side, however, is supposed to be
easier than on the production side (at least after the planting season).

26

Feasible Generalized Least Squares provide more efficiency for large samples, which is the
case here, rather than the Ordinary Least Squares.
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3.4 RESULTS OF THE ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS
Table 14 and Table 15 present matrices of coefficients of price and income elasticities for the marketed surpluses of all observed commodities, which were obtained with the random effects estimator. The sample includes all households in
all years that could produce and consume the observed commodities. The ondiagonal coefficients introduce the own-price elasticities of the respective commodities, whereas the off-diagonal coefficients indicate the cross-price elasticities.
The coefficients of price and income elasticities are to be interpreted the following way: for example, for a 1 per cent increase in the price of wheat, the marketed surplus of this commodity in the first period decreased to -.456 per cent.
The results of the econometric analysis indicate two very important issues. First,
the own-price elasticities of all commodities in both periods, except for barley
groats 27, are negative. This means, for a 1 per cent increase in the prices of almost all commodities included in the econometric analysis, their marketed surpluses decreased in both periods independent of export ban. This goes against
the conventional wisdom that the marketed surplus should increase if the price
of the commodity increases due to "consume less – sell more". Assuming a
threshold of 5 per cent, the estimated coefficient of barley groats in both periods
and that of rice in the second period is positive, although not statistically differrent from zero.
Regarding the coefficients of income elasticities of the marketed surpluses, all
of the commodities have positive signs. In other words, for a 1 per cent increase
in income, the marketed surpluses of almost all of the producible commodities
increased. It means that when the income increases, producers sell more and
consumers consume less. Consumers, because of higher income they can diversify their diet by buying more of other high-value products and, therefore, reduce the consumption of the staples. This result satisfies expectations and is also
theoretically justified.
The second important aspect is encompassed in the result that demonstrates
lower own-price elasticities of the marketed surpluses of wheat, wheat flour,
and potatoes in the second period. For wheat flour it is almost two times low:
-.318 per cent in the first period and -.185 per cent in the second period. Such a
result implies that there has been a significant effect on agricultural households.
Regarding the income elasticity of the marketed surplus, the commodity wheat
shows a noticeable difference between the two periods. It is positive .469 per cent
in the first period and .182 per cent in the second period. It means that in the first
27

The production of barley has an increasing trend (Statistical Committee of the Kyrgyz Republic).
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period, for a 1 per cent increase in the income of agricultural households, the
marketed surplus of wheat increased more than it did in the second period.
Table 14:

Marketable surplus equation estimates in 2005-2006
Dependent variables: Marketable surplus of each commodity
(n = 3560)

Price

Wheat

Barleyg

Wheat flour

Rice

Potatoes

Wheat

-.456***
(0.010)
-.133***
(0.007)
-.733***
(0.003)
.057***
(0.003)
.088***
(0.003)
.469***
(0.001)

.003
(0.050)
.002
(0.035)
-.005
(0.017)
-.001
(0.016)
-.003
(0.017)
.002
(0.008)

-.013
(0.016)
-.175***
(0.012)
-.318***
(0.006)
.068***
(0.005)
-.060***
(0.006)
.186***
(0.003)

-.011
(0.071)
-.015
(0.051)
-.006
(0.024)
-.007
(0.023)
.026
(0.025)
.006
(0.011)

-.170*
(0.076)
.042
(0.055)
.288***
(0.027)
-.035
(0.025)
-.674***
(0.028)
.668***
(0.013)

Barleyg
Wheat flour
Rice
Potatoes
Income

Notes: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001. Own price elasticities are in bold. Standard errors are in
parentheses.

Table 15:

Marketable surplus equation estimates in 2008-2012
Dependent variables: Marketable surplus of each commodity
(n = 8815)

Price

Wheat

Barleyg

Wheat flour

Rice

Potatoes

Wheat

-.347***
(0.025)
-.034
(0.021)
-.507***
(0.012)
.258***
(0.011)
.227***
(0.012)
.182***
(0.007)

.001
(0.002)
.002
(0.002)
.001
(0.001)
.000
(0.001)
.001
(0.001)
.000
(0.000)

-.047**
(0.017)
-.030*
(0.015)
-.185***
(0.008)
.062***
(0.008)
.044***
(0.008)
.057***
(0.004)

.000
(0.006)
-.002
(0.005)
.003
(0.003)
.000
(0.003)
.015***
(0.003)
-.001
(0.001)

-.013
(0.028)
.300***
(0.024)
.139***
(0.013)
.082***
(0.013)
-.412***
(0.014)
.485***
(0.007)

Barleyg
Wheat flour
Rice
Potatoes
Income

Notes: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001. Own price elasticities are in bold. Standard errors are in
parentheses.
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3.5 CONCLUSIONS
This work contributes to the academic debate around the food crisis by conducting a quantitative analysis of the impacts of Kazakhstan’s wheat export restriction policies and the long-term increase in the prices for the staple foods in the
following years on Kyrgyz agricultural households. In particular, price and income
elasticities as a function of marketed surpluses for diverse cereal commodities
were estimated. The results obtained contradict some theoretical expectations,
but also prove some general developments occurring in transition economies.
Namely, to begin with the theoretical assumption, when the price of a certain
commodity increases, the marketed surplus of that commodity must also increase due to a "consume less – produce more". This wasn’t exactly the case for
Kyrgyzstan. In particular, the results of the econometric analysis reveal that almost all observed commodities have negative coefficients of the price elasticity
of their marketed surpluses not only after the export ban but also before that. I
am inclined to believe that there are effects on the production as well as on the
consumption sides.
Firstly, the production of almost all of those commodities has been declining except that of barley groats28. The production of barley has been increasing and the
price elasticity of the marketed surplus of barley groats is positive in both periods,
although not significantly different from zero. Secondly, since the country has an
open economy, the prices for inputs must have been increasing along with other
food prices with no risk for the endogeneity of prices. As already mentioned in
the theoretical part, the decision to produce or not to produce depends not only
on the prices. The production decision mostly depends on the marginal profit
and producers can normally adjust to new prices on a seasonal basis. If the marginal profit doesn’t change or diminishes with the increase in the prices for those
commodities, it is not guaranteed that producers will produce more. Quite to the
contrary, it is possible that less output will be produced. Thirdly, the increase in
the income within the country is significant. It is most likely due to migrants’ remittances. Accordingly, there might have been a wealth effect: when incomes of
agricultural producers increase they might produce less. Finally, and most importantly, at the macroeconomic level such results imply that the country is still
in the process of transition with the on-going processes of declining agriculture
and increasing urbanization.
Effects on the consumption side can be as follows. For example, when the prices
for food commodities increase, they increase normally for many commodities at
a time. Since cereals were studied, it is possible, and also theoretically expected,
28

Please see the statistical data provided by the National Statistical Committee of the Kyrgyz
Republic.
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that the consumption of commodities other than the staples might be reduced
and that of the staples increased. The income elasticities of the marketed surpluses of the observed commodities represent positive signs for all commodities
in both periods. This means, when the income increases, producers sell more and
consume less, which is theoretically expected and justified.
The results reveal that the export embargo on wheat and the long-term increase
in the prices for cereals have affected agricultural households in the net grain
importing country to different degrees. Producers, because they clearly don’t
produce and sell more even if the prices go up, and, consumers, because they
might even consume more of these commodities, since these are the staples.
In order to assess the welfare impact, one would have to extend this research
and consider all other food commodities given in the data set, since theoretically
it is expected that the demand for other foods must fall with the increase in the
consumption of the staples, but this is left for future research.
Policy implications
The transition process is connected with heterogeneous developments within
agricultural segments of populations in such economies and provides therefore
diverse reactions to the sudden increase in the prices for food commodities.
The demand for staples in developing countries is, in general, relatively inelastic.
In a situation of food crisis the demand for staples might increase even more as a
result of the substitution effect, since, normally, prices for other food commodities increase too. Such an incident might put even more pressure on the development of prices in domestic as well as international markets. It is crucial, therefore,
for national governments to provide a painless transition from agriculture to industrialization, and to provide assistance for the sustainability of those farm
households that stay in agriculture. Semi-subsistent households should be
the primary targets for assistance at the governmental level and not only during
crises, since this is the segment of the population that is on the verge of the transition. Agricultural households in developing countries cannot respond by producing, as is normally expected, due to diverse reasons discussed in the conclusion and they might even respond with an increased consumption of the staples
during significant food inflations. Therefore, long-term policy measures should
be worked out to ensure efficient use of lands suitable for agricultural production, access to credits for farmers and farm households at lower interest rates
and better policy measures for small farm households for sustainable and effective agricultural growth. In the short-term, institutions are needed that can
provide stabilization mechanisms and are in place prior to such price shocks associated with the reduced supply of agricultural food commodities.
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Table 1:

Mill enterprise questionnaire
Confidential

Лейбниц Институт Аграрного Развития
в Странах с Переходной Экономикой

Leibniz Institute of Agricultural Development in Transition Economies (IAMO)
Business conditions of mills in Kyrgyz Republic

Mill Enterprise Questionnaire
Control information of enterprise

Questionnaire Code
Respondent Name

Oblast Code

Position of respondent

City/Village Code

Age
Date of interview
Company address:
Telephone:

1. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FIRM
M101

M102

What is the main
revenue generating
activity of your ﬁrm:

M103

Which other activities
does your ﬁrm engage in:

M104

________________________

Year of establishment

Ownership:

Milling cereals and selling ﬂour
Production of ﬂour products (involving additional processes) for human consumption
Production of ﬂour products (involving additional processes) for animal feeding
Other activity 1 (Specify)_____________________________
Other activity 2 (Specify)_____________________________

1
2
3
4
5

Milling cereals

1

Production of ﬂour products for human consumption

2

Production of ﬂour products for animal feeding

3

Other activity (Specify)_____________________________

88

No other activity
Joint-stock company
Subsidiary of foreign ﬁrm (100%)
Joint venture (< 50% foreign share)
Joint venture (>50% foreign share)
Limited liability company
Individual enterpreneur
Other private ownership- Please specify_________________

99
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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2. PERFORMANCE
M201 How do you assess the firm’s development
since 2005 in terms of capacity

significant growth

1

slight growth
2
almost constant
3
slight decline
4
sharp decline
5
M202 How do you assess the firm’s development
significant growth
1
since 2005 in terms of staff
slight growth
2
almost constant
3
slight decline
4
sharp decline
5
M203 At the end of 2014, how many permanent, full- less than 10 persons
1
from 11 to 20 persons
2
time individuals worked in this
from 21 to 30 persons
3
establishment?
from 31 to 40 persons
4
from 41 to 50 persons
5
from 51 to 75 persons
6
from 76 to 100 persons
7
more than 100 persons
8
Please include all employees and managers. (Permanent, full-time employees are defined as all paid employees that are contracted
for a term of one or more fiscal years and/or have a guaranteed renewal of their employment contract and that work a full shift).
M204 In fiscal year 2014, what was this
establishment’s output produced as a
proportion of the maximum output possible
if using all the resources available?

less than 25 percent
from 26 to 50 percent
from 51 to 75 percent
from 76 to 100 percent
enterprise didn't work in 2014
Do not know
Capacity utilization based on comparison of the current output with the maximum output possible using the current inputs.

M205 How many tons of wheat did your
plant process at the end of 2014 ?
(tons per day)
M206 Three fiscal years ago [2012] what
was the processing capacity of the
firm? (tons per day)

1
2
3
4
99
88

Processing of wheat to wheat flour
Processing of other grain to flour (Specify type of cereal 1) ________________
Processing of other grain to flour (Specify type of cereal 2) ________________
Processing of wheat to wheat flour
Processing of other grain to flour (Specify type of cereal 1) ________________
Processing of other grain to flour (Specify type of cereal 2) ________________

3. TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION
M301

Amount,
uni ts

№

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Gr ain elevator
Flour elevator
Other products warehouse
Grain cleaning equipment
Milling equipment
Packing equipment
Transport (Lorries)
Other equipment 1 (specify)______________
Other equipment 2 (specify)______________
Other equipment 3 (specify)______________
Other equipment 4 (specify)______________

M302
M303
M304
Age of equi pment, bui l i di ng, ma chi nery
Younger
tha n 10
More than 25
Between 25 and 10
yea rs

year s

year s

M305

M306

M307

Storge
ca pa ci ty,

Country of ori gi n
of equi pement

Wi thi n the l a s t
three yea rs , di d your
fi rm i ntroduce a ny
new equi pment (1Yes , 2-No)

ton
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M308

Within the three years, did your firm start new product lines

М308а If "Yes", then please provide a short description

M309 What is the storage capacity of the firm at the place of operation?

117
Yes
No

1
2

Wheat
Wheat flour
Other output 1 (specify)__________________
Other output 2 (specify)__________________
Other output 3 (specify)__________________
Other output 4 (specify)__________________
Other output 5 (specify)__________________

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

4. FINANCE
M401 At this time, does this es tablis hment
have a line of credit or a loan from a
financial ins titution?

Yes

go to the questions M402 and M403

1

No

go to the question M404

2

M402 Over fis cal year 2014, pleas e es timate
the proportion of this es tablis hment’s
total purchas e of fixed as s ets that was
financed from each of the following
s ources ?
INTERVIEWER: CHECK THAT TOTAL SUMS
TO 100% (UNLESS RESPONDENT DOES
NOT KNOW)

Internal funds or retained earnings

1

Owners ’ contribution or is s ued new equity s hares

2

Borrowed from banks : private and s tate-owned

3

Borrowed from non-bank financial ins titutions

4

Purchas es on credit from s uppliers and advances from cus tomers

5

Other, moneylenders , friends , relatives , bonds , etc

6

M403 3 Over fis cal year 2014, pleas e es timate
the proportion of this es tablis hment’s
working capital that was financed from
each of the following s ources ?
INTERVIEWER: CHECK THAT TOTAL SUMS
TO 100% (UNLESS RESPONDENT DOES
NOT KNOW)

Internal funds or retained earnings
Owners ’ contribution or is s ued new equity s hares
Borrowed from banks : private and s tate-owned
Borrowed from non-bank financial ins titutions which include
microfinance ins titutions , credit cooperatives , credit unions , or
finance companies
Purchas es on credit from s uppliers and advances from cus tomers
Other, moneylenders , friends , relatives , etc.

1
2
3

Yes

1

No

2

No need for a loan - es tablis hment had s ufficient capital
Application procedures were complex
Interes t rates were not favorable
Collateral requirements were too high
Size of loan and maturity were ins ufficient
Did not think it would be approved
Other

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

M404

Referring again to the las t fis cal year
[2014], did this es tablis hment apply for
any loans or lines of credit?

M405 What was the main reas on why this
es tablis hment did not apply for any line
of credit or loan?

4
5
6
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5. COMPETITION
What do you think is the level of
competition among the milling
companies in the area?
M5011
M5012
M5013
M502

No
competition

Minor
competition

Moderate
competition

Major
competition

Very severe
competition

Do Not Know
(spontaneous)

Does Not Apply
(spontaneous)

0

1

2

3

4

8

9

With respect to purchase of wheat
With respect to sale of flour
With respect to sale of other outputs
How many firms in the area of your establishment and
what is their processing capacity?

до 50 тысяч сомони
Number ________________

M5021

How many of them are:

Does this establishment compete
against unregistered or informal firms?
M503

Competition against
informal/unregistered firms

Does this establishment compete
against smuggled products?

M504

Competition against smuggled
products

Big
Medium
Small

1
2
3

No
competition

Minor
competition

Moderate
competition

Major
competition

Very severe
competition

Do Not Know
(spontaneous)

Not applicable
(spontaneous)

0

1

2

3

4

8

9

No
competition

Minor
competition

Moderate
competition

Major
competition

Very severe
competition

Do Not Know
(spontaneous)

Not applicable
(spontaneous)

0

1

2

3

4

8

9

Do not know
(spontaneous)
%
In fiscal year 2014, what
National sales to third party
percentage of this
National sales directly to end consumers
Indirect exports (sold domestically to third party that exports products)
establishment’s sales were:
M601
(INTERVIEWER: these must be
Direct exports
asked in the order they appear
100%
INTERVIEWER: CHECK THAT TOTAL SUMS TO 100% (UNLESS RESPONDENT
on the table)
DOES NOT KNOW)
M602 Of all wheat purchased by your plant, which proportion belongs to the following categories:
Three years ago (2012)
2014
Percentage of wheat and/or wheat flour of
Don’t know
Don’t know
Plant wasn't
Does not apply
domestic and/or foreign origin purchased by
Percent
Percent
(spontaneous)
(spontaneous)
established then (spontaneous)
the plant, unless the plant did not purchase

6. INPUTS AND OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

M6021

Wheat of domestic origin

M6022

Wheat of foreign origin

M6023

Wheat flour of domestic origin

M6024

Wheat flour of foreign origin
100%

M6031

INTERVIEWER: CHECK THAT TOTAL SUMS TO 100% (UNLESS RESPONDENT DOES NOT KNOW)
Which sorts of wheat did your plant use for processing?
Three years ago (2012)
2014
Don’t know
Don’t know
Plant wasn't
Does not apply
Percent
Percent
(spontaneous)
(spontaneous)
established then (spontaneous)
Winter hard of domestic origin

M6032

Winter hard of foreign origin

M6033

Winter soft of domestic origin

M6034

Winter soft of foreign origin

M603

M6035

Spring hard of domestic origin

M6036

Spring hard of foreign origin

M6037

Spring soft of domestic origin

M6038

Spring soft of foreign origin

M6039

Other of domestic origin

M60310 Other of foreign origin
100%

INTERVIEWER: CHECK THAT TOTAL SUMS TO 100% (UNLESS RESPONDENT DOES NOT KNOW)

Appendices
M604 Which grades of wheat flour did your plant produce?
2014
Proportion of wheat flour grades processed as
output by the establishment, unless the plant
Don’t know
Percent
does not process
(spontaneous)
M6041
M6042
M6043
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Three years ago (2012)

Percent

Don’t know
(spontaneous)

Plant wasn't
Does not apply
established then (spontaneous)

Highest grade

M6044

1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade

M6045

4th grade

M6046

Other
100%

INTERVIEWER: CHECK THAT TOTAL SUMS TO 100% (UNLESS RESPONDENT DOES NOT KNOW)
M605 In which proportion does your plant produce following commodities?
Three years ago (2012)
2014
Proportion of wheat flour grades processed as
output by the establishment, unless the plant
Don’t know
Don’t know
Plant wasn't
Does not apply
Percent
Percent
does not process
(spontaneous)
(spontaneous)
established then (spontaneous)
M6051 Wheat flour
M6052 Semolina
M6053

Wheat bran

M6054

Wheat gluten

M6055

PLEASE ADD ANY LOCALLY
RELEVANT OUTPUT

M606
M607

M6071
M6072
M6073
M6074

100%

INTERVIEWER: CHECK THAT TOTAL SUMS TO 100% (UNLESS RESPONDENT DOES NOT KNOW)
Yes
Do you use any additional flour to assemble your products?
No
If yes, in which proportion do you use externally bought wheat flour and for which purpose?
Proportion of using domestically processed and imported wheat flour in the production of
Percent
flour products and/or baking
Wheat flour obtained from domestic wheat
Wheat flour of domestic origin bought in the national market
Wheat flour obtained from wheat of foreign origin
Wheat flour of foreign origin imported or bought in the national market

How would you describe the wheat and wheat flour quality
of domestic and foreign origins?
M6081

Domestic wheat

M6082

Foreign wheat

M6083

Domestic wheat flour

M6084

Foreign wheat flour

1
2
Main Purpose

100%

Very Bad

Bad

Good

Very good

Excellent

Don't
know

0

1

2

3

4

8
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7. TRADE POLICY AND REGULATION
M701
Approximately, how many days does it take to obtain an import license?
Average number of days from the day of the application to the day it
Days
was granted
M7011
M7012
M7013
M7014
M702

M7021

Starting milling operation

M7022

Extending part of operation significantly (e.g.
new facilities)

M7023

Dismissal of staff

M7024

Exiting business

M703

Very easy

Quite easy

Difficult

Very
difficult

Impossible

Don't
know

0

1

2

3

4

8

Very severe
obstacle

Don't
know

4

8

How would you describe your governments import policies in terms of import taxes for your business
Minor
Moderate
Major
obstacle
obstacle
obstacle
No obstacle

M7031

National trade and import policy for wheat/
grains

M7032

National trade and import policy for flour and
milling products

M704

Don't know

Wheat
Wheat flour
Other milling products
Technical equipment
Please rate the situation for an average enterprise in your business:

0

1

2

3

It is said that establishments are sometimes required to make gifts or informal payments to public officials to “get things done”
with regard to customs, taxes, licenses, regulations, services etc. On average, what percentage of total annual sales, or
estimated total annual value, do establishments like this one pay in informal payments or gifts to public officials for this
purpose?

___________%

Appendices
M705

Can you tell me which of the elements of the business environment included in the list, if any, currently represents the biggest obstacle faced by
this establishment
Very severe
Minor
Moderate
Major
Don't
No obstacle
obstacle
obstacle
obstacle
obstacle
know

M7051

Technological endowment

M7052

Access to finance

M7053

Inadequately educated workforce

M7054

Administrational tax rates

M7055

Business licensing and permits

M7056

Transportation costs

M7057

Long distances to the primary market

M7058

Marketing

M7059
M705
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0

1

2

3

4

8

Insufficient storage facilities
Can you tell me which of the elements of the business environment included in the list, if any, currently represents the biggest obstacle faced by
this establishment
Minor
Moderate
Major
Very severe
Don't
No obstacle
obstacle
obstacle
obstacle
obstacle
know
0

M70510

Infrastructure

M70511

High competition within the domestic industry

M70512

Competition with import

M70513

Competition with informal firms

M70514

Competition with smuggled products

M70515

Product quality

M70516

Changing consumer preferences

M70517

Volatile prices

M70518

Import licensing and permits

M70519

Export licensing and permits

M70520

High import taxes

M70521

High export taxes

M70522

Governments customs and trade regulations

M70523

Corruption

M70524

Political instability

1

2

3

4

8
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Table 2:

Econometric estimation results for the period before the
export ban

2005-2006
xtsur (ms_wheat price_wheat price_barleyg price_flour price_rice price_potatoes yincome_aggr) (ms_barleyg price_wheat price_barleyg price_flour price_rice
price_potatoes yincome_aggr) (ms_flour price_wheat price_barleyg price_flour
price_rice price_potatoes yincome_aggr) (ms_rice price_wheat price_barleyg
price_flour price_rice price_potatoes yincome_aggr) (ms_potatoes price_wheat
price_barleyg price_flour price_rice price_potatoes yincome_aggr)
(running multi-step estimates...)
Calculating multi-step estimates...
Iteration 1: relative difference = .14856249
Iteration 2: relative difference = 1.632e-10
Seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) in panel data set
One-way random effect estimation:
Number of Group variable: 2

Number of obs

=

3560

Panel variable: hh_code

Number of eqn

=

5

Time variable: year

Number of panels =

2

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian
corr(u_i, e_it) = 0 (assumed)
Panel type

: unbalanced

Coef. Std. Err.

z P>z

[95 % Conf. Interval]

ms_wheat
price_wheat -.4561531 .0103669 -44.00 0.000 -.4764718 -.4358344
price_barleyg -.1332911 .0072394 -18.41 0.000 -.1474801 -.1191022
price_flour -.7330337 .0033286 -220.23 0.000 -.7395576 -.7265099
price_rice

.057379 .0033083 17.34 0.000

.0508948 .0638632
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price_potatoes .0885377 .003456 25.62 0.000

.081764 .0953114

yincome_aggr .4690745 .0015858 295.79 0.000

.4659663 .4721827

ms_barleyg
price_wheat .0036132 .0501943

0.07 0.943 -.0947659 .1019922

price_barleyg .0022167 .0355491

0.06 0.950 -.0674581 .0718916

price_flour -.0054081 .0171037 -0.32 0.752 -.0389306 .0281145
price_rice -.0019202 .0165106 -0.12 0.907 -.0342804 .0304401
price_potatoes -.0034766 .0176658 -0.20 0.844 -.0381009 .0311477
yincome_aggr

.002257 .0084594

0.27 0.790 -.0143231 .0188372

ms_flour
price_wheat -.0130866 .0169344 -0.77 0.440 -.0462775 .0201042
price_barleyg -.1752182 .0122371 -14.32 0.000 -.1992024 -.151234
price_flour -.3187604 .0061317 -51.99 0.000 -.3307783 -.3067425
price_rice .0684377 .0057923 11.82 0.000

.057085 .0797904

price_potatoes -.0604512 .0063496 -9.52 0.000 -.0728962 -.0480063
yincome_aggr .1869677 .0030265 61.78 0.000

.1810359 .1928996

ms_rice
price_wheat -.0113315 .0717022 -0.16 0.874 -.1518652 .1292022
price_barleyg -.0158593 .0512046 -0.31 0.757 -.1162185 .0844999
price_flour -.006915 .0248496 -0.28 0.781 -.0556193 .0417893
price_rice -.0070542 .0239279 -0.29 0.768 -.0539521 .0398437
price_potatoes .0262164 .0257619

1.02 0.309 -.0242759 .0767088

yincome_aggr .0065305 .0119048

0.55 0.583 -.0168025 .0298636

ms_potatoes
price_wheat -.1705838 .0762285 -2.24 0.025 -.3199889 -.0211787
price_barleyg .0427743 .0552102

0.77 0.438 -.0654357 .1509842
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price_flour .2885388 .0277648 10.39 0.000

.2341207 .3429569

price_rice -.0351202 .025789 -1.36 0.173 -.0856657 .0154252
price_potatoes -.6748128 .0281896 -23.94 0.000 -.7300635 -.6195622
yincome_aggr

.668837 .0137258 48.73 0.000

.641935 .6957391

sigma_u see e(sigma_u)
sigma_e see e(sigma_e)
Dependent variables: ms_wheat ms_barleyg ms_flour ms_rice
ms_potatoes
Independent variables: price_wheat price_barleyg price_flour
price_rice price_potatoes yincome_aggr
estimates table, star(.05 .01 .001)
Variable

active

ms_wheat
price_w~t -.45615307***
price_b~g -.13329114***
price_f~r -.73303374***
price_r~e .05737899***
price~oes .0885377***
yincome_~r .4690745***
ms_barleyg
price_w~t .00361316
price_b~g .00221671
price_f~r -.00540807
price_r~e -.00192017
price~oes -.00347659
yincome_~r .00225703
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ms_flour
price_w~t -.01308664
price_b~g -.17521819***
price_f~r -.31876043***
price_r~e .06843771***
price~oes -.06045122***
yincome_~r .18696773***
ms_rice
price_w~t -.0113315
price_b~g -.0158593
price_f~r -.006915
price_r~e -.0070542
price~oes .02621644
yincome_~r .00653054
ms_potat~s
price_w~t -.17058376*
price_b~g .04277425
price_f~r .28853881***
price_r~e -.03512021
price~oes -.67481284***
yincome_~r .66883704***
legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001
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Table 3:

Econometric estimation results for the period after the export
ban

2008-2012
xtsur (ms_wheat price_wheat price_barleyg price_flour price_rice price_potatoes yincome_aggr) (ms_barleyg price_wheat price_barleyg price_flour price_rice
price_potatoes yincome_aggr) (ms_flour price_wheat price_barleyg price_flour
price_rice price_potatoes yincome_aggr) (ms_rice price_wheat price_barleyg
price_flour price_rice price_potatoes yincome_aggr) (ms_potatoes price_wheat
price_barleyg price_flour price_rice price_potatoes yincome_aggr)
(running multi-step estimates...)
Calculating multi-step estimates...
Iteration 1: relative difference = .19239896
Iteration 2: relative difference = 8.908e-07
Seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) in panel data set
One-way random effect estimation:
Number of Group variable: 5

Number of obs

Panel variable: hh_code

Number of eqn

Time variable: year

=
=

Number of panels =

8815
5

5

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian
corr(u_i, e_it) = 0 (assumed)
Panel type

: unbalanced

Coef. Std. Err.

z P>z

[95% Conf. Interval]

ms_wheat
price_wheat -.3476478 .0252185 -13.79 0.000

-.397075 -.2982205

price_barleyg -.034454 .0211824 -1.63 0.104 -.0759707 .0070628
price_flour -.5070536 .0120096 -42.22 0.000
price_rice

.258679 .0117991 21.92 0.000

-.530592 -.4835152
.2355531 .2818049

price_potatoes .2270655 .0126897 17.89 0.000

.2021942 .2519368

yincome_aggr .1829281 .0071093 25.73 0.000

.1689941 .1968621

ms_barleyg
price_wheat

.001941 .0026618

0.73 0.466

price_barleyg .0024856 .0022707
price_flour .0011747 .0011893

-.003276

.007158

1.09 0.274 -.0019649 .0069361

0.99 0.323 -.0011562 .0035056

price_rice -.0006326 .0012233 -0.52 0.605 -.0030301

.001765
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price_potatoes -.0012326 .001222 -1.01 0.313 -.0036276 .0011624
yincome_aggr .0008682 .0006145

1.41 0.158 -.0003363 .0020726

ms_flour
price_wheat -.0472746 .017984 -2.63 0.009 -.0825226 -.0120266
price_barleyg -.0301307 .0152058 -1.98 0.048 -.0599334 -.000328
price_flour -.1856185 .0083323 -22.28 0.000 -.2019495 -.1692875
price_rice .0624629 .0083495

7.48 0.000

price_potatoes .0443011 .0086973
yincome_aggr

.0460982 .0788277

5.09 0.000

.0272548 .0613474

.057512 .0045645 12.60 0.000

.0485658 .0664583

ms_rice
price_wheat .0004318 .0064935

0.07 0.947 -.0122952 .0131588

price_barleyg -.0025161 .0054661 -0.46 0.645 -.0132295 .0081973
price_flour

.00337 .0030625

1.10 0.271 -.0026325 .0093724

price_rice .0006867 .0030299

0.23 0.821 -.0052517 .0066251

price_potatoes .0157186 .0032209

4.88 0.000

.0094058 .0220315

yincome_aggr -.0018585 .0017053 -1.09 0.276 -.0052008 .0014838
ms_potatoes
price_wheat -.0134891 .028986 -0.47 0.642 -.0703005 .0433224
price_barleyg .3001226 .0243804 12.31 0.000
price_flour .1394706 .0137188 10.17 0.000
price_rice .0827658 .0135381

6.11 0.000

.2523378 .3479074

.1125823 .1663589
.0562317 .1092999

price_potatoes -.4126352 .0144522 -28.55 0.000
yincome_aggr .4853599 .007773 62.44 0.000

-.440961 -.3843094
.4701251 .5005947

sigma_u see e(sigma_u)
sigma_e see e(sigma_e)
Dependent variables: ms_wheat ms_barleyg ms_flour ms_rice
ms_potatoes
Independent variables: price_wheat price_barleyg price_flour
price_rice price_potatoes yincome_aggr
estimates table, star(.05 .01 .001)
Variable

active

ms_wheat
price_w~t -.34764776***
price_b~g -.03445396
price_f~r -.50705362***
price_r~e .25867904***

128
price~oes .22706552***
yincome_~r .18292809***
ms_barleyg
price_w~t .00194101
price_b~g .0024856
price_f~r .0011747
price_r~e -.00063256
price~oes -.00123258
yincome_~r .00086815
ms_flour
price_w~t -.04727461**
price_b~g -.03013068*
price_f~r -.18561852***
price_r~e .06246292***
price~oes .04430109***
yincome_~r .05751202***
ms_rice
price_w~t .00043183
price_b~g -.00251613
price_f~r .00336996
price_r~e .00068667
price~oes .01571861***
yincome_~r -.00185853
ms_potat~s
price_w~t -.01348905
price_b~g .30012258***
price_f~r .13947057***
price_r~e .08276578***
price~oes -.4126352***
yincome_~r .48535993***
legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001
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